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Golden Key group 
helps top students 
by Doris Pfister 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
.. 
their college, with no less than a 3.5 
GPA from UCF. "Membership is 
gained by invitation only and it is a 
. great honor to be asked to join," added 
Membership in UC F's chapter of the Tanzi, who is an assistant dean for 
Golden Key National Honor Society is undergraduate studies. 
open to all of the university's top stu- According to Tanzi, membership 
dents. will benefit students in both their aca-
Accordingto Dr. Lawrence A Tanzi, demic and career objectives. Golden 
who is the chapter's adyjsor, "This Key membership is widely recognized 
prestigfous, interdisciplinary organi- hy major corporations and graduate 
zation was founded to recognjze and programs as a special achievement. 
encourage outstanding upper division ''There are a number of employers 
students at leading universities and large firms who are sponsors of the 
throughout the United States." society and of Golden Key scholarships . 
Membership in the scholastic-based Many also give hiring preferences to 
honorary organization is }jmited to the members," said Tanzi. 
outstanding juniors and seniors. Stu-
dents must be in the top 10 percent of SEE GOLD KEY PAGE 5 
Rob MovlctvCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
EAST/WEST GROWS 
These men are still hard at work on the East/West Expressway expansion going 
over University Boulevard. 
Voting to pick 17 senators-
by Benjamin B. Markeson 
COPY EDITOR 
When UCF's 21st Student Senate 
holds its inaugral session a week after 
Senate elections it may be a body made 
up mostly of newcomers. 
Up to 31 seats - depending upon the 
outcome of contested races - poten-
tially could be held by newcomers. At 
the close of the qualifying period Mon-
day, a total of 62 candidates for the 44 
available seats had been approved by 
the E1ectjons Commission. 
Seventeen seats wm be contested: 
eight from the College of Arts and Sci-
ences, five from the College of Engi-
neering, three from the College of 
Business Adminjstration and one from 
the College of Health. Twenty-seven 
candidates, including 13 incumbents, 
were automatically elected to the Sen-
ale because they were unopposed. 
One of the un-opposed incumbents 
was Sen. Scott Bowen, who said he 
wanted to serve another one-year term 
because "we had a strong Senate last 
year and I want it to get stronger, 
because it's the on1y part of the Student 
Government that actually represents 
the student body." 
Bowen served as chairman of the 
20th Senate's Legislative, Judicial and 
Rules Committee. 
Sen. Fernando Santos, who served 
as chairman of the Senate's Club and 
Organizations Committee, was also an 
un-opposed incumbent. 
· e said he wanted to serve nother 
term because as "chairman of a 
committee ... I've been able to worK 
directly with clubs and organizations, 
which has been a really good way to 
help students ... " 
Voting wm be held on UCF°s main 
campus Tuesday, Sept. 20 and Wed-
nesday, Sept. 20 from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
both days, and on area campuses 
·Monday, Sept.19 and Sept. 20 from 5 to 
9 p.m. both days. 
Students need only to present a 
photo ID to vote. They wm receive a 
ballot for the candidates running from 
the college of their major. 
Chief Elections Commissioner 
Robert Bliss, who last week had said he 
expected every seat to be con tested by 
two or three people, was still pleased 
about the final tally of candidates. 
"Sixty-two is a relatively-good num-
ber for Student Government. I know it 
SEE SENATE PAGE 6 
Politics is kid's stuff for these students 
AIM Program provides unusual learning experiences for gifted pupils 
by Lance Turner 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
special report on national politics and the class' trip 
to the Quayle rally. He was later given an "A+++" by 
the class for his broadcast performance . 
The future stood right in front of Dan Quayle. 
Dommerich, which has 581 students, probably 
looks very much like any other elementary school in 
Orange County or Florida. Its 24 classrooms are 
filled -sometimes packed - with students eager to 
learn and dedicated teachers there to teach. 
Twelve students from Maitland's Dommerich Ele-
mentary School attended the rally for Quayle held at 
UCFSept. 2. 
These students stood in the very first row at the 
rally and even shook the hand of the Republican yjce-
presiden tial candidate, but they weren't there just to 
shake hands and cheer. They came to their first 
political rally to learn. 
A week later, back at Dommerich, Drenna 
Reineck's class was preparing for another day. The 
students gathered in front of the class' teleyjsion 
monitor with the channel tuned to WDES, the 
school's student-run news and information station. 
From the well worn playgrounds to the space 
occupied by the cam pus' three portables, every inch of 
Dommerich's oak tree lined campus is necessary and 
utilized. 
Reineck's second- and thlrd-graders are part of 
Orange County's Accademically Accelerated Indi-
vidualized Model program for gjfted students. 
Bill Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
"America The Beautiful" was sung and The Pledge 
of Aliegiance recited, then the students were in-
formed about the lunch menu, the local weather and 
the school's current events. 
The AIM program, developed several years ago, 
uses smaller classrooms and an individualized cur-
riculum to give greater attention to these demanding 
students. 
AN ARTFUL DISPLAY The objective of the AIM program, said Reineck, 
is "to have the children maximize their potential be-This untitled work by Rise Prickett is another example 
of student art on exhibit in the Library. 
Sky Weston, 8, a member of the class, gave a SEE KIDS PAGE 5 
SPORTS 
• This Saturday the 
Knights are out to tear-up 
the Troy State Trojans and 
avenge ~~yea~s loss to 
them ·in the Division II 
semi-finals. See page 16 
for a game preview. 
CONFETTI 
• The mouse that roared: 
This week's cover story 
examines the impact of 
Walt Disney World on 
Central Florida. Also, 
Jimmy Buffet boils-up a 
tasty treat (see page 2). 
NEWS CLIPS 
OPINION 
COMICS 
CLASSIFIED 
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· ROTC .is shaping-up 
• Wellness Center aids with new program 
• 
• 
• 
• 
by Helen Peery 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
controls," he said. . 
Berry also explained that being 
physically fit is crucial for successfully 
participating in summer camp. 
UCFs military science department, 
in conjunction with the Wellness Cen-
ter, started a semester lQng physical 
improvement program for cadets from 
the university's Army ROTC program 
last month. 
Assistant military science professor 
Capt. Juan Soto, approached the Well-
ness Center with the fitness program 
in mind as a project for finishing his 
master's degree m exercise physiology. 
The program started with 55 cadets 
having their vital signs taken. Blood 
pressure checks, height, weight and 
urine testirig, cholesterol checks, body 
strengths and the percentage of body 
fat are all tests included in the fitness 
"What do you enjoy the most about UCF and the campus?" 
"I like the fraternities and the.high quality bonds of friendship between 
the brothers." 
-Tony Camerino, 18, aerospace engineering 
"I like the nighttime social activities of campus life." 
-Jonathan Sloan, 18, political science 
"The size. It's a good size campus; it's not too big where you can't get to 
know anyone. It's small enough to get to meet a lot of people." 
According to Maj. Peter Berry, an 
assistant military science professor 
and administrator of the Fighting 
Knights Battalion, the fitness program 
was started for several reasons. "New 
students need to get into good shape 
because the Army has stringent weight SEE FITNESS PAGE 7 -John Sharkey, 21, business administration 
"UCF is a fun gathering place for all types of students with a unique 
campus to serve its students." 
-Angie Campbell, 25, statistics 
"Everything a college student could need - food, entertainment, classes 
and even administration - is within walking distance of anywhere else." 
-Clark Kent, 20, mathematics 
"There is a lot going on, lots to keep you occupied with. Everything -
well, almost everything - you need is at your disposal at economical cost 
or free." 
-Steve Ervin, 18, ~ngineering 
"UCF is a great place to meet people. There are so many different types 
of people that you are bound to find some that you like." 
-Bret Riffee, 18, business management 
"UCF has just about everything a student would need access to and is a 
fine learning institution." 
-Sandra Stewart, 19, broadcasting 
Photo Couneay d RQ1'.:; 
Cadet Richard Buzzetti has his body fat checked by a Wellness Center staff mem-
ber for the physical fitness program started by UC F's ROTC detachment. 
• LISTENING WELL 
A seminar on high perform-
ance listening will be held 
Wednesday, Sept. 28, from 
6:30-9:30 p.m. This seminar is 
for individuals who realize the 
value of listenin_g in their per-
sonal, social and professional 
life. 
The program will be pre-
sented at Rollins College Bush 
Science Center in Rm. 108. 
The fee is $55. 
For information about reg-
istration, call 646-2604. 
• POLICE EXHIBITS 
The Orlando Police Depart-
ment will host exhibits at the 
Orlando Fashion Square on 
Sept.17 and18 during regular 
mall hours. The purpose of this 
event will be to create public 
awareness and understanding 
of the many services the police 
department provides. 
. •SPEAKER 
The Hemlock Society of Cen-
tral Florida will sponsor a lec-
ture by Dr. Marvin Newman, 
Ph.D., at the Unitarian 
Church, 1815 E. Robinson St., 
Orlando, on Sept. 17 at 10:30 
a.m. Dr. Newman, an attor-
ney-at-law and professor of 
legal studies at Rollins Col-
lege, will explore the legal and 
ethical aspects of doctor-as-
sisted death. 
_ For furthe~ information, 
call 859-0512. 
•CARSHOW 
The second annual Auto 
Fets will be held on Sept. 23 at 
Kissimmee's 01d Town shop-
ping center. The show wil TW1 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
and admission is free. 
All types of cars will be on 
display including: hotrods, 
1932 Fords, Corvettes, Lam-
borginis, and Classic Chevy's. 
• CREATIVE WRITING 
The Rollins College Divi-
sion ofNon-CreditPrograrnsis 
offering a creative writing 
workshop this fall. Connie 
Riggs, a local free-lance writer 
will conduct this course. It will 
include discussion about short 
stories, feature articles, col-
umn, and memoir writing. 
The course will run from 
Oct. I2 to Nov. 16 and costs 
$150. 
For registration informa-
tion, call 646-2604. 
• WATERSKI FOR TUITION 
The American Water Ski 
Educational Foundation will 
award six scholarships for the 
1989-90 school year. Persons 
interested in applying should 
write to: AWSEF Scholarship, 
799 Overlook Dr., Winter 
Haven, Fla. 33884. 
The deadline to apply is 
.March 1. 
•DREAMS 
What do dream symbols -
mean? This is the question 
most" often asked by people 
interested in their dreams. 
Dr. Lint Hutchinson will 
examine dreams and how to 
interpret their meanings in a 
workshop held at Rollins Col-
lege which will run Oct. 11 to 
Nov. 15. . 
For more information about 
registration, call 646-2632. 
• RED CROSS CLASSES 
Recreational Services, in co-
operation with the American 
Red Cross, will be holding cer-
tification classes in CPR, first 
aid, advanced life saving, and 
life gaurd trainingfor students 
and faculty/staff. These 
classes will meet every Mon-
day evening at 6 p.rn. at the 
UCF pool. 
For more information, caU 
Recreational Services at 275-
2408. 
• POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MEETING 
The Political Sdgnce 
Pre law Union will be meeting 
on Sept. 14 at 4 p.m. in SC214. 
The nomination of a president, 
service projects and a student 
debate will be discussed. 
•COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
There will be a meeting of 
the UCF College Democrats on 
Tuesday, Sept. 13, at 4 p.m. in 
SC214. 
For more information, call 
275-4414. 
• HANDS OFF! . 
A lecture and panel discus-
sion concerning aquaintence 
rape and sexual aggression 
will be held Sept. 19 at 7:30 
p.m. in the Student Center 
Auditorium. The panel will 
consist of experts in crime 
prevention, rape counseling, 
legal issues, and sex and will 
be moderated by WC PX-Chan-
nel 6 news reporter Toni 
Guinyard. 
For more information, call 
Student Affairs at 275-2821. 
• STRESSBUSTERS 
The UCF Health Resource 
Center holds a Stressbusters 
meeting every Wednesday at 
11 a.m. The group discusses 
stress management, test tak-
ing techniques, relaxation 
tools, biofeedback, nutrition 
and other stress related as-
pects. Call 281-5841 for more 
information. 
•MINORITY STUDENTS 
The College of Education 
has a mentoring office for 
minority students that pro-
vides advice fuid ~~~~~lffig. 
For more information con-
tact Rasita Biggins in Rm. 153 
between 5-8 p.m., Monday-
Thursday or call 275-2048. 
• COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
The UCF College Republi-
cans will meet on Thursday, in 
HPBllO at 4 p.m. New mem-
bers are welcome to attend. 
• POETRY CONTEST 
The American Collegiate 
Poets Anthology is sponsoring 
a poetry contest for college 
students. 
A cash prize of $100 will be 
awarded for first place. The 
deadline for entries is Oct. 31, 
For more information call 
(213) 755-1814. 
• UCF BIATHLON 
The Third Annual UCF 
Biathlon will be held Sept. 24. 
This event includes a two-mile 
run, eight-mile bike race, and 
another two-mile run. All ages 
are invited to pariticipate in 
the event and other race day 
activities. 
For more information, call 
the Track Shack at 898-1313. 
•QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
The rules of modem man-
agement for leaders in local 
government will be detailed 
Sept. 23 in the final session of 
a three-part workshop spon-
sored by the UCF Institute of 
Government. 
For more information, call 
Phyllis Allison at 275-2i23. 
•SPACE CLUB 
Are you interested in the 
u.B. Space ~:~gT~? A new 
student organization is form-
ing on campus that is dedi-
cated to the exploration of 
space. 
Students for the Explora-
tion and Development of Space 
will hav~ its first meeting to-
day at 4 p.m. in Rm. 215 in the 
Biology Building. 
•PTK 
The Phi Theta Kappa 
· Alumni chapter will hold its 
first meeting Sunday, Sept. 18 
in ED 123. 
All interested Phi Theta 
Kappans are invited to · join 
UCFs alumni chapter and 
work with helping fellow 
transfer students. 
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DIFFERENT PATHS 
As the sign to the left says, 'No bicycles allowed in this area,· even though Bikewiser has had its 
shop set up there for some time now. 
~ GOODTIME LAUNDRY~ 
... not your ordinary laundromat 
September 17-21 
Sat., Sept. 17 Sun., Sept. 18 
Grand Opening Party Wake-Up Special 
From 11-3 pm From 7-11 am 
Music by COOL 105.9 Complimentary 
25¢ Sodas & Continental Breakfast 
Draft Beer• For Our Customers 
Mon., Sept. 19 Wed., Sept. 21 
Bargain Wash Day Student Day 
Complimentary Bring In Your Student ID For A Wash Free Beverage 
CUmlt l Per Customer) (Limit l Per Customer) 
Register to win a color TVI 
"Must be 21 or older 
• New Washers and Dryers • 
• Restaurant • Video Games • Wide Screen 1V • 
• Beer • Soda • Pizza • Hot Dogs • 05ash. Dry and Fold Servicco• ~ Open 7 days a week 7am - llpm ~ Oxford Square 
270 S.R. 436 • Casselberry 
331-0088 
IF ·THIS WEEK IN THE Student Activities Center ~ 
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURDAY 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
PRE FREE BUSES - UCFOur A Delta DRAA HOUSE WOMEN'S TO THE MOVIE: Home Team KNIGHT DANCE ... Gamma Table VOLLEYBALL FOOTBALL LOST and OF DANCE ... Anchor Service GET GAME BOYS Presentation COMEDY DANCE ... Splash TOGETHER 7&9PM of the 8PM& 1Q:>m 9 PM-1 AM 7PM 2-SPM UCF Players of MOVIE: vs. the Week MOVIE: FATAL ~sexed by 
Food National NOON trePcpulor BABY BOOM ATTRACTION 
7&9PM and · MOVIE: Entertoinrrent 9PM 
Drink Champions Lethal Weapon c.ommittee 
Spec la ls TROY 7PM 
- ii ATE 
-- - MONDAY SONNY'S 7PM MADNE$ FLORIDA Orlando Progressive EIGHT Stadium Music VOLLEYBALL and TOURNY •: Dancing SPM 
.9PM UCFGYM 
OTHER EVENTS IN THE STUDENT CENTER .. 
Sexual Aggression Wor.kshop Septem.ber 19 7:30 pm SC?A 
Miss UCF ~reliminaries September 24 10 am - 3 pm ·scA 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
KIDS 
·FROM PAGE 1 
cause there is such a tremendous 
amount of potential here." 
Reineck assigned the class the task 
of finding out .the issues in the presi-
dential election race. She introduced 
The Pledge of Allegiance 
issue to help exp lain her instructions to 
the class. This assignment was in-
tended to make the students think 
abouteachissueratherthanjustmake 
a list. 
Reineck continued her lesson to the 
students and said, "[Vice President 
George] Bush might think that [Gov. 
Michael] Dukakis is not very patriotic 
because he doesn't believe in the 
·Pledge of Allegiance. Well that's not 
KEY 
FROM PAGE 1 
A reception recognizing the accom-
plishments of members will be held in 
the University Club Dining Room on 
Oct. 12 at 7:30 p.m. Scholarships will 
be awarded during the reception and 
outstanding faculty members and 
administrators will be inducted as 
honorary members. 
The Central Florida Future, September 15, 1988, 5 
quite what he [Dukakis] said, so you 
have to listen very carefully . 
"The biggest thing that I find," Re-
ineck said as she pointed to the tip of 
her index finger, "is they all have about 
this much truth in what they say, but 
there is some other stuff floating 
around that may or may not be the 
truth." . 
This class of seven and eight 
year olds used magazines and old 
newspaper articles to come up with the 
real issues of the campaign. 
Some of the students took time out 
from there work to offer insights on the 
current state of political affairs. 
Amy Fuller, 8, a Ronald Reagan and 
now George Bush supporter, said "I 
want to be a Republican when I grow 
up." She also stands firmly behind 
Quayle on the National Guard issue. 
Golden Key awards annual scholar-
ships to its outstanding junior and 
senior initiates. Last semester's schol-
arship winners were Julia Barnes, a 
junior mathematics major, and Chris-
topher Choate, a senior computer sci-
ence major. Both had 4.0 GPAs. Selec-
tion is based not only on scholastic 
achievement, but also on honors and 
awards, participation in collegiate ac-
tivities, leadership and extracurricu-
''l don't want 
Amy was also troubled by voter 
apathy and commented that, "the rea-
son many people don't vote, they say, is 
my vote doesn't count. I don't like that 
because their vote does count." 
She doesn't plan on waiting until 
she's 18 to start adding her political 
input, Amy said, "Kids should be able to 
express their opinion. They' can say, 
'Mom and Dad, I want you to vote for 
this person.' " 
Sky, exhibiting the disipline or" a 
veteran news reporter, stuck to the 
issues, when asked about a president, . 
he said, "it should be someone who 
would have some Star Wars [Strategic 
Defense Initative] and help clean-up 
areas with toxic waste." 
Shara Merritt, 8, said a good presi-
dent to her is "someone who can think 
of everyone, not just think of himself 
lar and community involvement. 
Honorary members inducted into 
the organization last spring were Val 
Bradley, executive in residence in 
UCF's management department, and 
UCF Athletic Director Gene McDowell. 
UCF's Golden Key chapter was 
founded in spring 1987. According to 
Tanzi, "Chancellor [Charles Reed] 
wanted more recognition of academic 
excellence on the State University 
a lot of hype. 
I just want 
something I 
can count on.'' 
Some long distance 
companies promise you 
the moon, but what you 
really want is dependable, 
high-quality service. Thats 
ju twhat you'll get when 
you choo e AT&T Long 
Di tance Service, at a cost 
that's a lot le s than you 
think. You can expect low 
long distance rates, 24-hour 
operator assistance, clear 
connections and immediate 
credit for wrong numbers. 
And the assurance that 
virrually all of your calls will 
go through the first time. 
That's the genius of the . 
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent 
Network. 
When it's time to 
choose, forget the gimmicks 
and make the intelligent 
choice-AT&T. 
If youti like to know 
more about our products or 
services, like International 
Calling and the AT&T Card, 
call us at 1 800 222-0300. 
ATs.T 
The right choice. · 
and money. And [a president] should be 
able to approach problems in different 
ways." 
Anibrose Feinstein, 7, a Dukakis 
supporter and ·enviromental advocate, 
showed more concern for the future by 
saying, "we are not far from a nuclear 
war. The whole thing could go out of 
control." But she cautioned, "it'f> very 
hard to get the Soviet Union to stop." 
Feinstein followed l?Y saying, "We 
certainly are generating a lot of new 
technology, but it's not going to benefit 
either the Soviet Union or the United 
States because all its going to do is kill 
people." 
Asked why he supports Dukakis, 
Ambrose said, "When the campaign 
started I heard about the promises he 
made , and I think he'll keep his prom-
ises." 
System's campuses.· The Golden Key 
Society provides an opportunity for 
that." 
Although the chapter at UCF is a 
young one, it will host the regional 
conference of Golden Key in April. The 
conference will represent the South-
east Region of Golden Key societies in 
the United States. The names of spe-
cific speakers and events for the confer-
ence are not presently available. 
. ,._.._., .... _ ..... ___ ,,....,. _____ .... ..... .,. ....... .. ~- "'""'· "'-
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SENATE 
FROM PAGE 1 
meet the same standards as regular candidates 
for a 2.0 GPA and enrollment in six class hours, 
but did not have to obtain any signatures. 
Regular candidates were required to get 25 to 
could be more than we had last year [when] I 100 signatures on their candidacy petitions, 
think we had 55 roughly. It should be a good depending on whether they wanted to run for a 
election. There's going to be some good races, ~ college seat, a liberal studies seat or an at large 
no doubt about that," said Bliss. "People who seat. 
are going against opponents will get the word - The Elections Commission, which is respon-
out about Student Government and them- sible for enforcing the SG election statutes, 
selves, which will help Student Government as verified the petition signatures through the 
a whole." Admissions Office. 
To win a contested seat, candidates must · Forty-four Senate seats had been open: 
receive a majority (50 .percent plus one) of the 12 from the College of Arts and Sciences, 10 from 
votes cast. Ifno one gets that amount, a run-off the College of Business Administration, eight 
election betw~en the top two vote-getters will from the College of Engineering, six from the 
be held. College of Education, two from the Liberal Stud-
Five of the people running in contested races ies Program, and one at large seat each from the 
are write-in candidates, whose names will not main, Brevard, South Orlando and Daytona 
appear ori the ballot. They were required to campuses. 
Student Senate candidates. 
Arts and Sciences: 
Seat 1.) Matt Boucher , ·Lisa Ann 
J elneck( write-in). 
Seat 2.) Tim Brown, Barbara Papaleo. 
Seat 3.) Richard Zucaro. 
Seat 4.)_ Lori Dickes, Sheldon Friedberg. 
Seat 5.) Dana Boyte, Tony Pelt. 
Seat 6.) Jason DiBona, Hector Rodriquez-
Valentin. 
Seat 7.) Shawn Aaron, Thomas Joseph. 
Seat 8.) Robert Lebeau, David Mann. 
Seat 9.) Scott Bowen. 
Seat 10.) Jay Taylor. 
Seat 11.) Suzanne Loflin, Mark Mollan, 
Julie Novotony. 
Seat 12.) Chris Bordonaro. 
Business Administration: 
Seat 1.) Ernie Kepler (write-in), Liz swan-
son (write-in). 
Seat 2.) Phil Cristello. 
Seat 3.) Kathy Jones (write-in), Bryan 
Smith. 
Seat 4.) Tom Reed (write-in), Travis Gun-
der. 
Seat 5.) Dan Pelletier. 
Seat 6.) Matt Kalicak. 
Seat7.) Christine Toutikian. 
Seat 8.) James Speake. 
Seat 9.) Joe Ferrari. 
Seat 10.) Jeannie Draper. 
Engineering: 
Seat 1.) Fernando Santos. 
Seat 2.) Jamie Cox. 
Seat 3.) Jorge Cadiz, Vicki Westmark. 
Seat 4.) Brian Franklin. 
Seat 5.) Davy Jones, Gerald Suiter. 
Seat 6.) Sean Brannen, Scott Lentz. 
Seat 7.) Nick Evangelo, Jon Pohlers. 
Seat 8.) Jeff Eberle, Kenneth Rasmussen. 
Education: 
Seat 1.)Fred Schmidt . 
Seat 2.) Diane Kearney. 
Seat 3.) Kelly Wiggins. 
Seat 4.) Jeff Laing. 
Seat 5.) David Overstreet. 
Seat 6.) Lisa Schmidt. 
Health: 
Seat 1.) Susan Hackett, Frank Mariano. 
Seat 2.) Cheryl Jensen. 
Liberal Studies: 
Seat 1.) Daryl Blanford. 
Seat 2.) Dan Montplaisir. (Write-in). 
Main campus at large: Gordon Miranda. 
Brevard Canpus at large: Cathy Taylor. 
Daytona Campus at large: Denise Fair. 
South Orlando Campus at large: Michelle 
Romard. 
Y ANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI, M.D., P.A. Obstetrics & Gynecology Infertility & Laser Colopscopy 
With First Office Visit 
. FREEPAP 
NearU.C.F. 
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd. 
- Suite 5 -
Winter Park, FL 32792 
FOR APPOINIMENT CALL 
(407) 679-5533 
&: 
10% Discount for 
Students 
M & R Clop~ & !Bottomi, [/na.. 
Ladies & Gents ~portswear 
Brirrg in this ad and receive 
$10.00 off all jeans in stock 
164 S Semoran Blvd. 
Orlando, FL 32807 
MOTE.L 
Royal Oak Village 
(407) 380-6069 
OVIEDO LODGE 
Ethel & Bob Fayette 
Managers 
Downtown, close to everything 
Special rates for guests at 
weddings and other events 
148 N. Central. Oviedo, Florida · .. 
365-5276 ~ 
Audition 
CHRISTMAS PARADE 
AND 
SHOW AUDITIONS 
Walt Disney World Co. Is easting seasonal employees. for the MAGIC 
KINGDOM •Fantasy on Parade• and EPCOT Center •Holiday Splendor" 
stage show. 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1968 
9:00 AM 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FAIRGROUNDS 
REQUIREMENTS: All appllcants must be at least 16 years old. 
Be prepared to participate In a short movement 
exercise; no musical or dance experience Is 
required. 
Wear comfortable attire and shoes that allow 
free movement. 
Bring proof of age and social security verfflcatfon 
to the audition. 
If you have questions, call 4071345-5701 • 
FIGHT CELLULITE · ~ 
EFFECTIVELY 
WITH . 
·Z 
~ 
;/nfraS/im .Ill ~ 
TAN-FASTIQUE introduces ~ 
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- E-1 
ment of cellulite and body con- ~ 
touring. Call today for your free ~ 
$i91:9s· i 
·~ FIRST TREATMENT 
Call for appointment 
, 19ee n.. wu o. ..... , c_.,., Monday - Friday, 1 Oam - 4pm. 
Walt li}isney World .. 
An [quc'I Opportunity E.mploye : 
TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK 
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way! 
Where The Sun Always Shines! 
·---········· 
: Buy 5 Visits : 
: Get 5 Free! : 
: $29.95 : 
·I Sign up a friend· and get 2 I 
I visits FREE! I 
•. Coupon expires 9/30/88 •·• 
---------·· · TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON (•11']1 wrr ,.TOWERPLACE • 'M-F:8:30-9P.M .• SAT:9-7P.M.•SUN:CLOSED 
Call about our exercise classes 1o~76 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042 
• 
.• 
• 
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Management Po 
Availaltle 
n 
The Central Florida Future is currently accepting applications from students for 
the positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. 
I 
Editor in Chief 
• 
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and management of the campus 
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises a 
staff of student writers and editors. Oversees the paper's business manager and 
business department, and serves as a member of the Board of Publications. 
Business Manager 
Duties: Responsible for the management of the newspaper's busines~ office. 
Appoints and supervises a staff of student advertising representatives, and serves· 
as a member of the university's Board cit Publications. 
For more info, call 275-2865 and talk to Dave Schlenker or Leslie Jorgensen. 
Deadline for applications is noon September 23. 
~ University of Central Florida 
.. Orientation Team Presents 
:f~-H~~~~ 
rwr;rR K $ H 0 ~ 
a 6 hour speed reading workshop for those who want to 
learn the SECRETS, TIPS, AND TECHNIQUES of 
today's most successful student. 
• DOUBLE Reading Speed 
• INCREASE Comprehension 
• IMPROVE Retention 
• MAXIMIZE Organization 
Choose from two formats for only $65.00: 
(1) 2 Three-hour Sessions - Thursday, Sept. 26 & Oct. 6 - 6:30-9:30 PM 
(2) 1 Six-hour Session: - Saturday, October 1 - 9 AM - 4 PM 
For JUrther information or registration call: 
1-800-432-4765 
Pizza Italia I 
'Wfiere fresfi. goes in1 
fI.esFi. comes out! 
r-Tw<>MEnIDM PlzzAsc 12-:1, I I 
'895 •with cheese& two toppings I 
1 · _ • additional charge for eletra cheese I I plus tax _- I 
I • wrm nus couPoN. EXPIRES 10-31-88 . I 
• NOTVALID WITHANYarHEROFFER ~ 
... ----------------~ I?:~~ BEEif rrS©D!I I With purchase of any large pizza . I 
• WlTfJ THIS COUPON. EXPIRES 10-31-88 I . NOT VALID WITH COUPON SPECIALS. . . ·:-" . .":.: .• 
L ONE PlTCHER PER PIZZA. . '·'·:::··;:.;:~;:· I 
----------------697•5360 
10065 University Boulevard 
Suncrest Village shopping Center 
FITNESS 
FROM PAGE3 
program. 
The cadets' 45-minute 
workout consists of stretching, 
general calisthenics and a two-
mile run three times a week. 
The results expected by 
Berry are "a general toning up, 
individual improvement in 
aerobic capacity, lowered cho-
lesterol rates and overall well-
ness." 
Ten percent of the Cadets 
had over 200 milligrams of 
cholesterol in their blood. "It 
doesn't surprise me, but it does 
concern me," Berry said. The 
same cadets will be retested at 
the end of the semester to 
document the benefits ob-
tained by regular exercise and 
diet. 
The Wellness Center en-
courages other students to get 
a CHAMP test which involves 
a lifestyle evaluation, a fitness 
test, optional bloodwork and a 
follow-up paid for by student 
-----------:----------'------------------------, health fees. 
COST CUTTERS® 
~Jl~~-QII!L Suncrest Village 
• With Student, Staff or Faculty I.D. . . 
• Not valid with any other offer 10071 Univers1w Blvd . 
~~~~~~~ALL COMP~~[~~R'S COUPO~~{ (Universily & Dean) 
Cut (guaranteed with clean hair only) $$26 .. 4505 Pe8 rhmort(inhcalu1rdes wash, cut & style) · $24•95 6 79 • 6 76 6 Wash (shampoo & conditioner with cut) 
Style Finishing (blow dry, curling iron, medium hair $26.95 
hot brush with cut) $2.50 long hair $29.95 · 
Students are also invited to 
participate in the morning 
workouts held in the parking 
lot across from the Athletic 
Complex at 6:30 a.m. on Tues-
day, Wednesday and Friday. 
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Careless drinking still a 
problem with students 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
· It doesn't pay to nag stu-
dents about how bad drinking 
can be for therr 
Renelle Massey of the Uni-
versity of South Florida in 
Tampa found that challenging 
students' assumptions that 
alcohol makes them funny, 
brave, more sociable, sexier or 
better in some other way is the 
most effective way of getting 
students to cut down their 
drinking. 
"We're looking at this as am 
approach to prevention of alco-
hol abuse,"said Massey. 
Some studies indicate that 
as many as 82 percent of the 
nation's college students drink 
regularly, and excessive 
drinking has turned into a 
problem at many schools. 
Intoxicated students were 
blamed for turning a 1986 
Colorado State University 
block party into a riot, while 
hundreds have been arrested 
during drunken spring break 
riots in West Palm Beach, Fla. 
and Palm Springs, Calif., in 
recent years. Drunken parties 
at Iowa State University and 
the University of California at 
Santa Barbara last spring also 
led to arrests, injuries and 
vandalism. 
Excessive drinking has 
killed several students in re-
cent years. A Rutgers Univer-
you're sick" hazing session. In 
1985, a University of Colorado 
sorority pledge was killed after 
falling from a bridge during a 
drunken party. 
Hoping to curb such inci-
dents and comply with lower 
drinking age laws, most cam-
puses have developed "alcohol 
awarenes~ programs" that 
generally focus on the ill ef-
fects of drinking. The USF 
study is among the first to 
examine student drinking 
from an expectations point of 
view. 
. USF had students record 
their normal alcohol consump-
tion for three weeks, and then 
assigned 25 to a program to 
lower their expectations of 
what alcohol could do for them. 
Twenty-five others joined a 
more traditional program 
about the dangers of excessive 
drinking, and 27 received no 
counseling at all. 
In one activity, students in 
the first group were given ei-
ther an alcoholic beverage or a 
placebo, but not told which. 
Afterward, the group played 
Charades. 
Students were then asked 
to guess who was given alco-
hol, based on their Charades 
performances. "Everybody 
made mistakes, "saidMassey . 
Their inaccuracy led to a dis-
cussion of how people have 
been taught through televi-
sion, advertising and everyday 
conversation that alcohol can 
TASTE OF SUCCESS 
Tim Holcomb, a member of the UCF Bicycle Racing Team, takes a drink from his water bottle 
during a race through Research Park last Sunday. Holcomb placed 4th. 
COUNTRY FESTIVAL 
Fund Raiser for 
Adam Walsh 
Child Resource 
Center 
Spectacular Savings 
-at Participating 
Merchants 
-Location-
Deloach's I Movie Gallery 
Tower Place - 10376 E. Colonial 
1 mile east of Dean Rd. on Hwy. 50 
c 
ftl 
CD 
o Hwy. 50 
N 
t 
* l Cl 
UNION PARK < 
. 
Sept. 24, 1988 
SUPER 
SPECIALS 
ALL WEEK 
Sept 19-24 
Deloach's Meat Market 
Dino's Pizza 
J&L Office Supplies 
Movie Gallery 
Printing Exchange Inc. 
Subway 
Sudz Pub 
Tan-F astique 
Tower Place 
Coin Laundry 
·call For Details: 282•604,2 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
September 15, 1988, 
4315 N.O.B. Trail • Orlando, Florida 32804 
Presents 
All Ages Night .. 
Every Thursday & Sunday at 8:00pm 
Featuring 
·Free PepSi Products All Night 
·''Pay once at the door 
and pay no more!'' 
. 
-----------------------------------------------------
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4315 N.O.B. Trail ~ Orlando, Florida 32804 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 15, 19~8 
Show this pass or UCF ID for ·Free Admission · 
-... 
Featuring the best in Dance and Prog~essive Music · 
one admissi9n per pass 
0 . . . pllllon-•111••••At?1•••a1•tj11••••'~;1~..-
orink responsibly \\I\\\\ 
7/l.4T5 ff &WINY' BOY'! 
to avoid needless 
accidents, deaths 
Anymore, the phrase "Don't drink and drive" has 
become just another ~ver-u~ed cliche. 
The only time the thought ever crosses our minds 
is when we see something in the news that makes us 
think; but then the thought is quickly forgotten. 
Butwhat'sall thefussabout?It'syour life. It's your 
car, and besides, you can hold your alcohol, right? 
Also, a fact about all those drinking and driving 
accidents states that most of the time, the driver is 
not killed or even seriously hurt ... it's usually the 
innocent victim that the drunk driver plowed into 
who suffers the most. 
Once in awhile, things will hit home. In this case, 
it hit right in our front yard. An accident most likely 
involving large amounts of alcohol occurred early 
Monday morning. 
The accident resulted in the innocent party being 
hauled-off in a helicopter. The driver of the truck at 
fault climbed out with only a few scratches. Accord-
ing to patrolmen on the scene, this is a very typical 
scenario. 
Incidents of this nature happen all the time, yet it 
never seems to affect the people who read about it. 
Just about everybody in the student body has known 
somebody who has been severely injured or killed in 
an accident involving alcohol, but, with most, lessons 
are never learned. 
Why do students insist that drinking doesn'taffect 
their driving? It is a crazy assumption that has no 
backing. 
The first thing that goes when drinking is your 
judgment. This lack of judgment comes into play 
when the drinker is ready to go home for the evening 
and the judgment call is to drive home. 
Most of the time, it is the innocent who get hurt. 
True, taking your life in your own hands is your 
business, but when you drink and drive, you also put 
the lives of every motorist on the road at that time in 
danger as well. 
There are many alternatives to taking the wheel 
under the influence. Another phrase you have proba-
bly heard too many times is "designated driver." This 
may be cliche as well, yet it saves lives. 
Another option to consider is simply spending the 
night. 
If there is no room for you on the floor, let your car 
serve the purpose. 
Universities usually have an advantage in that 
most of the students live very close to each other; 
therefore, walking is often a safe bet. 
The point is that college students are supposed to 
be mature and responsible. 
Although the people involved in Monday's acci-
dent were not UCF students (the accident was so bad 
that the remains of both vehicles wound up on our 
campus when the impact was actually in the intersec-
tion), the sight of an accident like this should say it 
all. 
College students are considered intelligent adults 
and should be well above drinking and driving. 
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SllOW''!!I~ ro~s y0v 
CAN NANO/£' Jr 
/MCK 7if£R& I 
Holy cliffhang~r, Batman! Is Robin de_ad? 
How's your mood today?The answer may be of 
more than passingimportance, because it may deter-
mine whether or not Robin (as in Batman and Robin) 
lives or dies. 
By now you are probably wondering what the hell 
I'm babbling about. 
The answer is simnle. but first let me E?et off the 
tangent and give you some background. 
The story begins in Batman No. 426 (published 
last month). 
The new Robin, Jason Todd, has decided to em-
bark on a quest for his long-lost biological mother. 
Jason has three candidates: an Israeli secret agent; 
a ~eelance mercenary," currently training terror-
ists in Lebanon; and a doctor working on a famine 
relief project in Ethiopia. 
Robin soon flies off (no pun intended) to the 
Middle East. 
Meanwhile, to complicate matters, the Joker has 
escaped from the funny farm. 
Lately, things have really gotten tough for the 
CJ own Prince of Crime. The authorities have been 
diligently seizing his assets, and he knows it is only 
a matter of time before he is recaptured. 
The Joker decides that he will take a cruise missile 
he has stolen to the Middle East, sell it to some 
terrorists and set himself up as an international 
arms merchant. 
Using his detective skills, Batman deduces this, 
and wings it to the Middle East, conveniently mixing 
him up in Robin's search for his mother. 
Unfortunately- "Holy Complications, Batman!" -
the Joker has also found her. 
U smg blackmail, the Joker forces her to help him 
steal something (saying what would give the secret 
away), and then double-crossing her, ties her up in a 
warehouse, and sets a time-bomb to go off. 
As an added bonus, Robin is also in the warehouse, 
having been beaten into a senseless and profusely 
bleeding pulp by the Joker and his henchmen. (Ever 
notice how you only see the word henchmen in comic 
books?) 
The bomb explodes just as Batman returns from 
saving thousands of people from an encounter with 
the Joker's lethal laughing gas. 
This may not be the end of Robin, however. 
His fate, along with some body parts, is up in the 
air. 
DC Comics has decided that it will let the readers 
decide whether Robin lives or die, through the use of 
two special 1-900 numbers. 
Dial (1-900) 720-2660 and 'The Joker fails and 
Robin lives." 
Dial (1-900) 720-2666 and 'The Joker succeeds and 
Robin will not survive." 
The numbers are only operative today and tomor-
row from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. both days. Each call will cost 
50 cents. 
The results will guide DC in concluding this four 
part story-line, "A Death in the Family." 
I am not sure what should be done with Robin. It is 
ludricous to think that someone could first survive 
being beaten with a crow bar, and then live through a 
explosion. 
However, Robin's death will serve no purpose, 
other than imparting some grittiness and realism to 
the story. 
Normally, though I am an avid reader and collector 
of comics, I don't read Batman, except when the Joker 
is featured. 
As the garish embodiment of murderous evil and 
insanity, I still find him scary - even in a world 
populated by the likes of Charles Manson, John 
Wayne Gacy and Ted Bundy. 
Also, while I am not sure that using a telephone poll 
is how great art is produced, it certainly is a unique 
approach to story-telling. 
Unfortunately, if this whole telephone idea is suc-
cessful, you can expect it to be used by television; 
perhaps in the prime-time soaps, such as Dallas or 
Dynasty. 
One of the characteristics of popular culture is that 
it gives people what they want, and DC Comics appar-
ently hopes a lot of its readers want this. 
So if you're feeling frustrated from trying to find a 
parking space at UCF or fighting traffic on Alafaya 
Trail, relieve your frustrations by "killing" Robin. 
On the other hand if you've just gotten an "A" on 
that exam or just heard your favorite song on the 
radioradio, then celebrate by "saving" Robin for more 
four-color adventures. 
•CUT YOUR OWN THROAT 
I am writing this letter out of 
frustration. I cannot believe that 
the student body of this school 
would be in support of a Republi-
can candidate for any national 
office. 
Time and time again, the Re-
publican Party has shown its lack 
of concern and support for the fi-
nancial aid system for students in 
this country. In fact, it was Presi-
dent Reagan and his administra-
tion that wanted to abolish the 
Department of Education. 
Have we become such an elite 
group of people at UCF that we feel 
the only ones who should be al-
lowed to attend school are the ones 
who can pay for it out of their own 
pockets? I think most of us 
wouldn't be here ifthat were true. 
Yet that is the message we are 
sending out when we show over-
whelming support for Senator 
Quayle and his campaign. 
Please cut back on Pell Grants 
and student loans; we really don't 
need the money." 
It scares me to see a student 
body so willing to accept the words 
of any government as fact. It ap-
pears we have become a micro-
wave society. We want everything 
. now, and we're willing to believe 
anyone as long as the message is 
packeq properly. 
We are literally asking to be 
slapped in the face. We are telling 
him, "Yes, we agree with you. 
Please take money away from the 
education system in this country. 
Let's wake up people. This isn't 
a pep rally, this is the real world! 
Bill Newhouse 
Radio I Television 
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CAMPUS LITE 
ACADEMIC STATUS 
SO, WllERE 1)1/) 
YOO GET 1i4€ 
"~:l•e:·1~'i.l NAME., F'U:MMO,, 
_A.tJYWA'{f 
by Steven Polinsky THESE YEARS 
. .. dead, dead robin comes Bob, Bob, Bob'n Along. 
U.C.F. 
3rd Annual 
Biathlon 
Saturday, Septeinber 24,1988 • 9atn 
at UCF Lake Claire 
We will have individual and team races. 
Drawings will b'e held and fun activities like 
softball, volleyball and a picnic lunch will 
follow the biathlon. 
If you are an expert or novice this is a race for 
you! 
For more information call Dawn at X5841 
STARRS 
($lim, Trim & Really 
Super . Students) 
Weight loss Wednes-
days at lOam in HRC. 
It's never too late to join! 
. Meetings 
STRESS BUSTERS 
Learn about how to deal 
with your daily stress. 
Wednesdaysatllamin 
HRC. First meeting 
September 14. 
SWAT 
Meetings thursdays at 
llaminHRC. Weneed 
new wellness ideas! 
Come join us!! 
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PRESENTED BY THE 
UCF STUDENT HEAL TH 
& WELLNESS CENTER 
281-5841 
By Karen Wedner 
by Scott 
~-f:!l GUARD YOUR HEART I 
.<-,,·. Th Am.HA .. ( ~~ 
'N= e encan eart ssoc1at.Ion AHA) rec- ?tt 
~W omme~ds the following ways to "gusrd your heart" ~~~-
~~; from dasease: ~~ ~@: 1. Do Not Smoke. ~s 
- . ~1~t 2. Control High blood pressure. Have your ~~ ~}of! blood pressure checked regularly. :~ 
tf. 3. Reduce saturated fat and cholesterol in the ~­
~W diet. Foods high in saturated fat and cholesterol include ~t~­~~j~~: fatty meats, lard, butter, whole milk, dairy products, I Mt egg yolks, organ meats such· as liver and kidney, and ~ 
Mt:· processed meat product$ such as sausage, hot dogs ·~~ ~~fr and lunch meats. ~~t~ 
mi . 4. Exercise regularly and maintain your proper J 
Wt weight. We can help you plan an exercise and diet :l' 
=~@ program that's right for you <~ m~~· 5. Have regular physical checkups consistent ~}: 
tl with your age and health ~ ~ fa{ 6. Follow our advi~e. ~~' !~~~~~ From Inside Health, Summer 1988 ·I 
~f~~~: ·~~: f:W The Student Health Service Staff will be glad to ~ 
#.§ work with you in preventing heart disease. Feel free ~it Ii toc~me in for blood pressure checks, advice and other ~ · 
M'~ services as needed. *~ @=~~~ ~~:~~~»J~~l~ ~~1NJ:~~l~{i~@~~~=~~~~i~~~~$'*~~~Tu~$~~~1~~~~~~~~:~~~~ 
8111Jllt\l l 
Delta Tau Delta 
Get psyched for the social tomorrow with TKE, 
OG, PBF, & KD. Also, Anchor Splash starts 
next week. Meet at house at 3 for tailgate 
before game. Admin. at 6, Chapter at 7 lhen 
Finance. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Buss~s leaving for game 5:30 Sat. Get psy-
ched for OG Anchor Splash. Hope ya'll met the 
new RD last night-we're ready for the biathlon 
GM of the Mth. I'm from Florida, Joe. 
Phi Delta Theta 
How 'bout them Knights! Everyone meet at 
Jack's place for the game Saturday at 5:30. 
Get stoked for Anchor Splash next week I 
P.S. Don't par~ on our grassl 
Attention Communication Students! 
AERho, the National Broadcasting Club, has 
begun their fall meetings. Our next meeting 
will be held on Mon., Sept. 26th in the Lecture 
Presentation Room in the l.R., which is down-
stairs from the library. The meetings will be 
from 3:00 to 4:00 every other Monday. Come 
see us! 
COMMUNICATE WITH CONFIDENCE! 
Learn the formula lor success! Come to 
TOASTMASTERS and see how. Weekly 
meetings- Thurs, Sam, ED 238. For more info 
call 275-4241. 
American Society of Personnel Administra-
tors elections will be held 9115 at3:30 pm in PH 
210. Will accept Hoor nominations. Please 
come & tell us why you would like a leadership 
role. Questions: see Dr. Fernald. 
Anyone interested in starting/joining UCF 
Environmental Club please contact Andrea, 
894-8764. 
Want to learn to fence? Trying to start club- if 
interested call Andrea-894-8764, leave name 
and number. 
11n1111r&1 
Drug-free Roommate wanted to share 2bdrm 
house near Navy Base with washer/dryer, 
microwave AC, quiet neighborhood. $200/ 
mo.+ 1/2 util. (negotiable) 629-1876 Eve & 
Wknds. 
Non-smoking female to share executive home 
in McCulloch Forest (off Univ. & Dean) Private 
bedroom & bath $250 + 1/2 utilities. Call 657-
4052. 
Male, non-smoker wanted to share 2 br/2bth, 
washer/dryer. 4.5 miles from UCF. $212.50/ 
mo. + 112 util. Call Tom 365-5498 evenings. 
Non-smoking female to share 3 bdrm home, 
jacuzzi, $300/month, 1/2 utilities. Deer Run, 
10 miles, call 699-5510, 4:30. 
GWM seeks neat, responsible male room-
mate. $250 + 112. PO Box 884, Lake Mary 
32746. 
Female roommate needed to share a 2bed/ 
1 bth apt. across fronfUCF. Fully furnished. 
Call Karen at 380-1102. 
Duplex, 2bdr/2bth, full kitchen, ceiling fans, 
$480/mo. Greg 282-5753. 
Room for rent In Chuluota $120/mth. Call 
before 2:30pm-365-5796. 
Neon beer lights for sale, all varieties. For 
more information call Ed at 644-381 O. 
Sofa bed, double size, brown. Excellent con-
dition. 658-1011, 898-3172. $75.00. 
FURNITURE- exc. cond. Low, low prices. 
2069 Aloma sic near Dunkin' Donuts. Interior 
Exchange - 657-8332. 
Computer Diskettes on Sale! 5 1/8 in. DSDD-
10 for $5. 3 1 /2 in. DSDD-5 for $7.50. Name 
brands! While they last. Near UCF. Call 282-
8213. 
PC Software as low as $2.99. 1000 IBM PC 
Compatible Programs. Latest Versions-Popu-
lar titles. Free catalog. Near UCF. Call 282-
8213. 
86 Honda VFR700 Interceptor, white, perfect 
condition, 2 helmets, must sell, $2895 obo, 
Call Jeff 365-1078. 
IBM typewriter-$75, Lloyd's stereo/W double 
tape deck-$60, 27 gal. hex fish tank cabinet wt 
hood-$100. Call Gall or Mike 897-6842. 
Champion 73 mobile home, 12 x 60, 2 br/1 bth, 
screened patio, 2mi. from UCF, large rental 
lot, $7500. Call 657-4108 or 322-5597. 
70 T-Bird 429 Thunderjet rebuilt carb., Auto. 
Trans. $650 obo, n4-1 091. · 
Can you buy Jeeps, Cara, 4x4's seized 1ndrug 
raids for under $100.00? Call for facts today. 
602-837-3401 E Xt.127. 
Law office requires general office and runner 
assistance including clerical and receptionist. 
20 hours weekly minimum. Downtown 
Orlando. Call Mrs. Layton at 422-8600. 
Babysitter after school for active, verbal six 
year old girl. Near UCF. Mon, Wed, Thurs, 
3:15-5:15, $3.00 per hour. Call JoAnn 740-
6223 daytime, 366-0890 evenings. 
Babysitter, needed for occassional evenings 
and/or weekend days. Active, verbal six year 
old girt, UCF area, call JoAnn 74Q-6223 day-
time, 366-0890 evenings. 
Part-time -15 to 30 hours- Must have Interest 
in electronics or hi-fi. Guaranteed salary. 
Colonial Plaza. Call Gall 894-0101 from 9am 
to 10pm. 
Instant Cash 
II you are aggressive, sincere, creative, ambi-
tious and need cash, I need your help promot-
ing my newly patented marketing media. Call 
for interview 677-1272. Full-time or pan-time. 
International student for translation Spanish to 
English, Wed. & Fri. 3-6. Prefer Central Amer. 
student 239-9564. 
ENTREPENEURS 
Hot opportunity - new to this area. 
Earn $10,00 per month! 
Call (407)236-0195 
For 24 hour recorded message. 
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 AVAILABLE! 
catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free 
(800)351-0222, Ext 33. VISA/MC or COD. 
--
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Quick, professional service. Free revisions. 
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and 
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD. 
Over 18,300 satisfied students and 4· 
grouches. 
671-3007 
Excellent word processing - 366-0538. 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs. 
Resumes and cover letters. 
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079. 
Pro typing $1/pg Debbie 695-6146. 
Typing, Word Processing 275-6210. 
Katy's Typing Service. 
Letters- Business/ Personal 
Term Papers! Reports/ Resumes 
Reasonable Rates- Call 275-8295. 
Finance tutor wanted call 679-8996. 
Statistics tutor wanted call 679-8996. 
HELP!! This guy is desperate for a datel 
Extreme dedication to school has left me 
without a social life. If you enjoy relaxing 
evenings in front of the TV, rm your manl 
LH8804 
Advertising in the Central Florida. Future 
Classified Advertising S~ction can get you 
almost .anything you want!* 
Money, power, fame, fashion .... 
Find it all in the classifieds! 
/ 
F.or more information, stop by the F~fur,e 
bu,siness offi~e or .call Tammy at x~601 
Do you .have a Lonely•? 
How ro PLACE A LONELY • AD 
Just stop by The Central Florida Future business office and fill out 
a classified form and pay the standard classified rote. On this 
form, y6u need to describe yourself and what type of person you 
would like to meet. Your name, address, ond·phone number will 
not be printed in the paper but a Lonely • number will. This 
number will be the only link between you and the ad. 
ASSURANCE OF PRIVACY FOR LONELY • ADS 
The Central Florida Future will not publish names, phone 
numbers, and addresses In Lonely• ads, nor will we give it out 
to anyone requesting the same. We will assign a Lonely• code 
number to your ad and forward your replies. You decide 
whether to let the correspondents know who you ore. 
How TO RESPOND TO A LONELY • AD 
Write a personal letter of reply to each advertiser that you wish 
to contact. Be sure to let the advertiser know how to get in touch 
with you. Place it in a sealed stdmped envelope with the Lonely 
•number in the lower left corner. Either send or drop off your 
reply(s) to The Central Florida Future business office plus S 1.00 
per relpy for handling fees. Without the handling fee(s) or 
stamp(s), the reply will not be forwarded and the classified 
manager reserves the right to read the letter for some 
excitement. 
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WHAT'S UP? 
Shantel Roundtree posttions himself under a punt in last Satuday's victory over West Georgia. 
REMEMBER THE THREE fs: 
READIN; 'RITIN; AND RABBITS! 
the most highly acclaimed. 
movie of the year! 
lrtmll tt!OO~.~rr~~ lml,-!00! H 1tu 
mem ~M.~ltflJ!~JMrnmMBr .rwmr;.mr -=~1~~m~1e~ ~WJI~~'~ :mm~lftll~ ~~lf~mH .. 1m=:~MU111J 
l~J:.::'!~~a!!I ~lffiHflH~mm~mn~m.fM:IM~l ~~mlll~OOJ CDL~-=r 
e loiiold~MMl!MllllllllmlH ci•i.i.lmnll~ l••lil 
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NOW SHOWING AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE 
I 
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Florida Eight Volleyball Tournament 
The Double Elimination Tournament will take 
place September 16-17 at the 
Sept. 16 
5 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
Sept. 17 
10 a.m. 
Noon 
3 p.m. 
s p.m. 
UCF Gymnasium 
(4) Jacksonville vs. (5) UCF . 
(2) FSU vs. (7) FIU 
(1) Florida vs. (8) FAMU 
(3) USF vs. (6) Stetson 
Losers meet in two matches 
Winners meet in two matches 
Losers from 1 O a.m. play consolation match 
Losers from noon play for third place 
Winners from noon play for championship 
·Numbers in parentheses denote tournament seed 
----QUESTION #4 
NAME TWO OF THE THREE 
BANDS "BONO" WAS IN 
PRIORTO U2. 
Save all your answers to the Peaches Trivia Questions until 
the end of the semester. You could win an LP or Cassette 
each week during the spring semester. 
Colonial Dr. 
Altamonte Springs 
S. Orange Blossom Tr • 
(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix) 
Mon. - Fri: 10-7 • Closed Saturday & Sunday 
657-4462 
September Special 
25% off 
KAL and SOLGAR Vitamins 
103 Off 
TWIN LAB Amino Acids and Body Building 
Supplements • 
Body Building Nutrients • Amino Acids • Herbs 
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads • Legumes 
Pried Fruits • Raw Nuts • Whole Grains 
' 
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. ·GO GET 'EM · KNIGHTS!! _ 
.. UCF VS .Troy St.ate Sat .• 7pm 
W.avne Densch·, Inc.· 851-7100. 
-
Or UCF. Represeniat!~~ Sean_ Greene • 647-0789 
Aloma Square at 
Forsyth & Aloma Ave. 
(around the Corner/ rom Winn Dixie) 
678-1221 
l·'-5 ~A 
t/'f9. ~,..ri tas 
7A-f.?D' 
C 1' tH. ,!allNl:6 
60 
V-ball team splits pair; 
loses starter for year 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF volleyball team 
sustained a severe blow last 
weekend when its starting 
setter was injured and most 
likely will be lost for the re-
mainder of season. 
The Lady Knights, (1-1), the 
defending 'New South 
Women's Athletic Conference 
(NSWAC) champions, were in 
south Florida to begin the 1988 
campaign. 
The team won its first 
match over Florida Interna-
tional on Friday, but fell to 
Florida Atlantic in a grueling, 
five-game match on Saturday. 
In the third game against 
FIU, Kathy Fill jumped to at-
tempt a spike and in the proc-
ess tore the interior cruciate 
ligament in her knee. 
"Her knee went in and out," 
said first-year Coach Dee Dee 
McClemmon. ~e have a 
young team to start with and 
we were just beginning to 
chime together." 
Freshman Jill Knutson is 
expected to replace Fill. 
The team will also be with-
out outside hitter Karyn 
McFarlane for the rest of Sep-
tember so she can prepare for a 
medical school entrance ex-
amination. 
"We are pretending she's 
hurt," said McClemmon. "But 
when she does return it'll be a 
release. 
"Her knee went in and 
out. We have a young 
team to start with and 
we were just begin-
ning to chime to-
gether." 
- Coach Dee Dee 
McClemmon 
McClemmon indicated that 
when McFarlane does return, 
she will be battling her twin 
sister, Kelly, and Freshman 
Linda Santiago for a starting 
position. 
"No matter who we have 
the.re, we won't lose," 
McClemmon said. _ 
UCF traveled to Tampa on 
Wednesday to face perennial 
rival South Florida. 
Though the Lady Knights 
historically have had trouble 
with the Lady Bulls, 
McClemmon likes her teams 
chances. 
"We have a lot of new plays 
and we changed the system 
around," she said, "but we've 
learned -I'm not saying mas-
tered - it. 
"Some of the [UCF] girls are 
from the Tampa area, so we 
should have a lot off ans there." 
The Lady Knights open-
their home schedule Friday in 
the two-day Florida Eight 
Tournament. 
Match times are 5 p.m. and 
7p.m. 
UCF opens against 
---------------------------------! "[With her] we'll be stronger Jacksonville at 5 J>.m. in 
Friday's first game. 
IRJll"S ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
Roadway Package Systeni . IS 
accepting applications for part-
tillle loaders and unloaders. Excel-
lent pay - $7.00 per hour starting. 
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE: 
Monday - Friday 
7:00 P.M. - 11:00 A.M. 
11:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M. 
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M. 
Applications may be filled out and left at the Career .. 
Resource Center, Administration Building, Room 124. 
Or phone 
·-for more information. 
on the outside." 
PREVIEW black triangle on their hel-mets, a symbol to commemo-
F ROM PAGE 24 rate the three players. 
"Life goes on for us," Mad-
y ear if not better." dox added. "Our constant fo-
Maddox countered with, cus now is to do our jobs on the 
UW e don't have as much speed field." 
this year. We're not as experi- The Trojans are 2-0 after 
enced and we lost quite a few having beaten Southwest Mis-
starters. UCF [will be] one of souri State, 26-13 and Living-
the most physically-big teams ston, 28-14. Their offense runs 
we'll play. the wishbone, a scheme that 
"I'm expecting a hard, relies heavily on the run, and 
closefight," he said. . features option-type plays. 
Troy State lost experienced Troy State has 22 players 
players when three team from Florida, 12 of which are 
members died during the off starters. 
season. Two were starters. Last year, several hundred 
Two days after the Trojans Troy State fans made thejour-
won the championship, two ney to Orlando, and a similar 
brothers, Sean Miller, a re- number will probably attend 
serve offensive lineman, and Saturday's game. 
Thomas Miller, a starting out- And with the Florida con-
side linebacker, died in a car nection, Maddox said, "I hope 
accident. A third member, we'll have plenty of people 
starting defensive tackle cheering for us." 
Mark Chipman, was stabbed "I hope ·to have 25,000 to 
over the summer. 30,000 in the stands for this 
"We've dedicated the season game," McDowell said. "We 
totheirmemory. We love them want the crowd to go berserk, 
and miss them," Maddox said. · yelling and screaming for the 
"We miss their fun, their home team." 
laughter. Th'ere's a difference, The waiting is over . 
- an absence on and off the Said McDowell," Any fan 
field." who misses this game is mak-
The Trojans each wear a ing a mistake." 
SOCCER 
FROM PAGE24 
"We are putting this behind 
us and chalking it up as a 
learning experience," said 
Barker. "The team knows they 
did not play well and do not 
want it to happen again. 
"We played two teams that 
we should have beat by at least 
. i. 
two goals and we struggled." 
The women's team next offi-
cial game is Sept. 20 against 
Boca Raton. They will play an • 
exhibition against Florida 
State at St. Clair Field at 3 
p.m. Sunday. 
The men return to action 
Thursday against California 
State- Chico at 3:30 p.m. The 
team will also play FSU in an · 
exhibitiOn at 1 p.m. Sunday . 
UCF, TSU clash Saturday in rematch of Division II powers 
by Bill Foxworthy 
Central Florida Future 
Troy (Ala.) State, the team 
that knocked UCF out of last 
year's Division II playoffs, will 
battle the Knights in a game 
Saturday night that coach 
Gene McDowell said "will be 
the most important UCF game 
ever." 
The Trojans eome into the 
game ranked No. 1, the same 
position they held last year 
when they beat the Knights, 
31-10, before going on to win 
the Division II championship. 
The Knights have had over 
nine· months to think about the 
game, lost primarily because 
UCF beat itself. 
The team committed eight 
turnovers and the offense 
never seemed to get on track. 
The defense, meanwhile, grew 
weary after playing for much 
of the game. 
"It's going to be stuck in our 
minds," said tight end John 
Osborne, who caught six 
passes for 8 7 yards in the 33-14 
victory over West Georgia. 
"This year we'll prepare well." 
"Its not like we're forgetting 
Troy State," said backup quar-
terback Rudy Jones, who 
played in his first college game 
last Saturday after Shane 
Willis ruptured a blood vessel 
in his esophagus. "They're in 
the back of our minds. Its al-
ways like that when a team 
destroys your dream. You've 
got a vengence for them." 
Even though the team has 
been following the "we'll-take-
' em one-game-at-a-time" phi-
losophy, it's clear they've been 
waiting for this game. 
"We want to beat Troy 
State," said tailback Mark 
Giacone, who rushed for 71 
yards on 16 carries Saturday 
night. "We have our total vi-
sion locked in on them." 
Defensive tackle Steve 
Spears said, "anybody can be 
beaten. For me it will be our 
Soccer teams 
still unbeaten 
by Chris Brady 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The UCF soccer teams came away 
with one win and two ties last weekend 
as both teams remained undefeated. 
The men battled Florida Interna-
tional to a scoreless tie. The eighth-
ranked women tied Division II top-
ranked Barry University, 0-0, and de-
feated Florida International, 1-0. 
Coach Bill Barker was pleased by 
the men's performance, feeling FIU's 
goalie played exceptionally well. 
"The men dominated the game but 
we could not finish," said Barker. 
"Their goalie was just phenomenal as 
he . made at least four world-class 
saves." 
The men (1-0-1) had a big advantage 
in comel" kicks and shots. Barker said 
UCF goalie Warren Russ only had one 
tough save to make. 
Barker, however, was not as pleased 
with the women's performance. De-
spite bad weather conditions, he still 
felt the play was not up to par. 
"We were stuck in first gear in both 
games," said Barker. "We did nqp get 
the production from several key play-
ers." 
Barker did commend senior Mich-
elle Akers, who scored the goal against 
FIU, as well as goalie Karen Richter 
and Alyson Barnes for their play. 
"Michelle played well considering 
she had two or three players constantly 
on her," said Barker. "Karen showed a 
lot of confidence and Alyson played 
well under tough conditions." 
biggest game. I'll have no prob-
lem getting pumped up." 
"We're going to be playing a 
great team," said McDowell. 
"We need to be meaner and 
tougher on offensive line." 
He added he would be look-
ing forward to the return of 
linebacker Bill Stewart, who 
injured his ankle against Be-
thune Cookman and sat out 
the West Georgia game. 
"I felt we were as good as 
them last year," said McDow-
ell. "But you can't have eight 
turnovers and beat the na-
tional champions." 
"The turnovers led to easy 
scores for them," added assis-
tant coach Rick Stockstill. 
"They have a ball-control of-
fense. It will be a long day if we 
have turnovers this time." 
He said when UCF fell be-
hind last year "we were forced 
into passing the whole second 
half. We want to possess the 
ba11 and mix it up." 
"Maybe peop]e down there 
thought we blew them out," 
said Troy State coach Robert 
Maddox, who took over the top 
spot this season after serving 
as an assistant for the past ten 
years. "We felt we were very 
fortunate last year. Some 
turnovers went our way. It 
was their mistakes and not us 
manhandling them that won 
us the game. 
McDowell thinks the situ-
ation will be different this 
time. 
"We have a legitimate 
chance at being a great team," 
he said. "Physically, we're 
better than in the past. We 
war 
have all indications of having 
the intangibles too." 
"I feel we're better this 
year," Stockstill said. "But 
they're at least as good as last 
SEE PREVIEW PAGE 23 
MVP Zawaski 
goes for more 
by Chris Brady 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
A former UCF baseball player is a 
finalist for the Most Valuable Player 
award in a Rookie Baseball League 
after no major league team drafted him 
in the amateur draft last June. 
Vince Zawaski finished his first 
year as a professional with the Mets' 
rookie team in Kingsport, Tenn. The 
first baseman won the MVP a ward for 
his team and is one of three players 
eligible for the league's MVP award. 
Zawaski completed a '70-game sea-
son with the Kingsport Mets with 16 • 
home runs and 67 runs batted in. He 
led the league in both statistics, which 
are Mets Rookie League records. 
The team won the pennant for the 
first time in the club's eight-year his-
tory. The K-Mets also won the Rookie 
World Series title. • 
The Mets are currently considering 
sending Zawaski to Instructional 
Camp this month in Port St. Lucie. • 
However, Zawaski will definitely be 
asked to report to the Mets spring 
training camp next year. · 
A four-year starter at UCF, Zawaski • 
set 10 Knight career records including 
most doubles, triples, home runs and 
RBI C! He also holds several single-
game and single-season records. 
Still, he was not selected in the June 
amateur baseball draft and chose to 
sign with New York's Mets as a free • 
agent 
Barker said the team wants to put 
the two games behind them and go 
forward. 
Angie Hyde/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Kit Conne.r ( 14) uses her head to advance the ball in the Lady Knight's season-
SEE SOCCER PAGE 23 opener against Berry (Ga.). UCF won the game, 3-0. 
Last spring, Zawaski batted .321 
with 12 homers and 48 RBis. He also 
had a .989 fielding percentag~ and was • 
a vital part of UCF's midseason, 12-
game winning streak. 
The Knights eventually finished with 
a 40-20 record. 
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The entertainment and feature supplement of *1ie Central Florida Fhture' 
The Big Cheese 
In Q .. Town 
by M. Shawn Slater 
~~.-----------------------------------
he year was 1964. A small twin-engine plane 
flew low over desolate Central Florida swamp 
land. 
Unknown to the quiet town of Orlando, the World of 
Tomorrow was being conceived aboard that plane, 
within the ingenious mind of the great Walt Disney. 
By the time his plans were made public, Disney's 
company had acquired in excess of 27 ,000 acres - more 
than twice the size of Manhattan Island. 
Today, more than 20years later, Disney's total invest-
ment in Central Florida amounts to $2.9 billion, and 
Disney has had a tremendous impact on the area. 
Walt Disney World attracts upwards of 10 million 
visitors annually. 
Eight million of these travelers come from outside of 
Florida, and pump an average of $2 billion per year into 
,~ . 
• • 
the state's economy. 
How does Disney handle this tremendous influx of 
guests and money? It employs more than 24,000 people 
to fill over 1,000 job descriptions. 
The impact of all of this on the Orlando area has been 
almost immeasurable. Since Walt Disney World opened 
its doors on Oct. 1, 1971, Orlando's population has 
doubled. 
The local labor force, which 20 years ago numbered 
180,000, now has nearly 400,000 workers. As a result, 
Orlando has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the. 
country. 
Much of this labor is, naturally, in the tourism indus-
try. The number of hotel rooms in the area has climbed 
from 6,300 to over 50,000, with 70 percent average 
occupancy year-round. 
Where airlines carried only 1 million passengers into 
Orlando in 1970, today they pour 8 million 
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Buffet iS: at his best in 'Hot Water' 
by Jim Hattaway 
With the release of Hot Wa-
ter, Jimmy Buffett, the pa-
tron saint of Florida, has 
come out with his best album 
since 1981 's Coconut Tele-
graph. 
Since 1973, Buffett has 
been singing songs that 
evoke a laid-back Caribbean 
lifestyle, and with the re1ease 
of Hot Water, he has come up 
with an eclectic album that 
lives up to that tradition. 
"I ain't no video king/ I still 
have to sing/ For my supper 
each night. .. Buffett sings on 
the album's first cut, "Home-
made Music." . 
In this upbeat song, 
Buffett punches home the 
point that much of the music 
played on the radio today is 
mostly synthesized, over-
produced glitz. 
The point is arguable, but 
the song is a continuation of. 
Buffett's long-time promise 
to his fans (who proudly bear 
the hallmark of "parrot-
h eads") that his works will 
always come straight to 
them, unaltered from their 
inspiration. 
"Smart Woman (in a Real 
Short Skirt)" is a humorous 
song that any man who is 
tired of Madonna --Wanna-
be's" and other types of 
Jimmy Buffet "sings for his supper" in his latest album, 'Hot Water'. These 
SEE BUFFET PAGE 4 songs contain lyrics perhaps from a new grown-up inspiration. 
Many campuses adding condom machines 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES 
This fall a seemingly endless string of 
campuses has added condoms to the candy 
bars, sodas, cigarettes and other items 
students can buy in on-campus vending 
machines. 
Once confined to rural gas stations and 
sleazy bars, condom vending machines 
now can be found at the universities of 
Minnesota, California at Santa Cruz, 
Cincinnati, Nebraska, Florida and 
Bellevue Community College in Washing-
ton state, among scores of other campuses. 
Dozens of others are busily debating 
the propriety of making the device avail-
able. 
The reason, the condom sponsors say, is 
to help control the spread of AIDS (ac-
quired immune deficiency syndrome), the 
deadly disease transmitted through sex-
ual intercourse or intravenous drug use. 
The sponsors add the vending ma-
.. Oprah Winfrey was des-
tined to be named after the 
Biblical character Orpah, 
but there was a spelling mis-
take. 
chines give students anonymous, conven-
ient 24-hour access to condoms, an impor-
tant value because sexual encounters are 
often unplanned and spontaneous. 
"We'r~ an educational institution," ex-
plained Jane Harris of Bellevue Commu-
nity College. "We educate people about a 
lot of things, and one of those things is 
sexually transmitted diseases." Condom 
vending machines were installed in men 
and women's restrooms in Bellevue's stu-
dent center in May. 
"People often aren't thinking during 
the day about what they'll be doing 
at night," said Dr. Linda Pneurnan, a phy-
sician at the University of Colorado's stu-
dent health center, where the Colorado 
AIDS task force has recommended install-
ing vending machines. 
University ofNew Mexico health center 
Director Dr. Olga Eaton believes "con-
doms are a very good way of preventing 
the spread of sexually transmitted dis-
eases." UNM is considering installation of 
Dirty Laundry 
the machines. 
"Dispensers encourage people to use 
condoms," said Dr. MarkMitzbergofthe 
University of California at Santa Cruz 
student health center, where condom 
machines were installed earlier this 
year. 'The machines serve as a reminder 
of safe sex." 
usome people feel very self-conscious 
about buying this kind of product," said 
Tom Roberts of the University of Cali-
fornia at Santa Barbara AIDS task 
force. 
Given the choice of asking a clerk at 
the university's pharmacy for a condom 
or avoiding embarassment, many stu-
dents opted not to buy condoms at all, he 
said. 
"I think it's a good idea," said Univer-
sity of New Mexico junior Steve Gray. 
"The more they're available, the more 
careful people will be. If there's ano-
SEE SALE PAGE 5 
.. According to an MTV 
report, J.D. Salinger, au-
thor of The Catcher in the Rye, 
who hadn't written anything 
in 25 years due to his Taoist 
religious beliefs, has written 
a work of fiction which might 
be out within a year. ... Beetlejutce - that goofy. comic-horror movie starring 
Michael Keaton, is set to have 
a sequel starting in the fall. 
..- Chrissie Hynde, lead 
singer of the Pretenders, has 
a hit in Britain with a reggae 
group she help discover. 
UB40. 
commercials, Young's people 
are looking into showing the 
video on David Letterman 
and other shows. 
their television programs 
claiming he had been cured by 
a female sex surrogate, then 
held a press conference stating 
he was lying. 
.. Holy rebirth! Batman , 
the movie starring Michael 
Keaton as Batman-and Jack 
Nicholson as the Joker is due 
out next year. Sounds like a 
winner. 
"Breakfast in Bed" hit the 
top ten for the Ohio-b'om 
rocker, whose own band 
should have an album out in 
the late fall. 
_. Although M1V refused 
to show Neil Young's video 
"Tilis Note's For YOU," which 
crtticizes musicians for doing 
.... Ed Grimly, Martin 
Short's high-haired creation, 
will star in his own Not Ready 
For Prime Time cartoon early 
this fall. 
.- Oprah Winfrey, Geraldo 
Rivera and Sally Jessy Ra-
phael were fooled recently 
when a man with purported 
sex problems appeared on 
"These people are lying 
wimps who deceived me and 
my audience," said Rivera. 
.. The Boss was given the 
boot by wife, Julianne Philips, 
this month. · 
Bruce Springsteen and his 
wife of28 months were born to 
run in different directions due 
to "irreconcilable differences." 
... Introducing Maria McKee, 
the lead singer and song- · 
writer of Lone · Justice: if 
you've never heard of them, 
you're missing something. 
Her new album is due out 
this fall, and the L.A woman 
sings sincere, powerful songs 
validating the struggle of 
life. 
~ 
Calendar 
-m Man of La Mancha 
Man of La Mancha is the 
seasoner-opener for The 
M~k Two Dinner Theatre, 
33 76 Edgewater Drive. 
Starring Tom McKinney as 
Don Quixote and Colleen 
Ashton as Aldonza, the 
show will run through Oct. 
16. For tickets and infor-
mation call ( 407) TiiE-
MARK. 
• Pioneer Days _ 
The 15th Annual Pioneer 
Days Folk Festival will be 
held at the Pine Castle Cen-
ter of the Arts on Oct. 22 
and 23. At least 10,000 
people are expected to join 
in the festivities. Pine 
Castle will be accepting 
applications until Sept. 30 
for craftspeople. artists, 
musicians and food ven-
dors interested in being a 
part of prese!Ving Florida's 
unique folk heritage. For 
more information, call the 
center at (407) 855-7461. 
• Disney World 
Now that Mickey is 60 
Disney is adding November 
as a bonus month for its 
Three Season Salute World 
passport. .. 
The Disney Ticket which 
can be used at Disney and 
EPCar is good for the 
months of September 
1988, and Januaiy and 
May 1989. 
The ticket costs $65 for 
adults and $55 for children 
under 10 and is only for 
Florida residents. 
•Recital 
Two of the area's best-
known musical artists. 
Sabina Micarelli and Gary 
Wolf, will present their 
17th annual joint recital on 
Oct. 2 in conjunction with 
the 25th anniversary of the 
University of Central Flor-
ida. 
Violinist Micarelli and 
pianist Wolf will perform 
sonatas by Bach, 
Beethoven, Faure and 
Samuel Adler. The pro-
gram, part of "A Festival of 
Music in a Festive Year" 
will take place at the Music 
Rehearsal Hall. 
A $3 donation at the 
door for the UCF music 
scholarship fund . is re-
quested. 
•Concerts 
The Flaming Lips, a power-
ful. pyschedelic influenced 
band will play at the Beach 
Club Cafe on Wednesday, 
Sept. 21. 
~~ 
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• · DISNEY FROM PAGE 1 Disney is a "wonderful institution" that has 
been a good neighbor for 17 years, Chicane says. 
According to Michael Eisner, chairman and 
chief executive officer of the Walt Disney Com-
pany, "This new complex will significantly en-
hance Florida's tourism market. 
• 
passengers in through Orlando International Air-
port. . · 
In part. the airport was built.to handle the large 
numbers of people attracted by Disney World. 
It is. evident that the attraction has had a 
profound influence on Orlando. But not all of this 
ma:y be positive 
For instance. no one but Disney exexutives have 
any say at all in the company's planning or growth. 
Orar:ige County cannot legally set impact fees on 
Disney to pay for the costs of increased water. sew-
ers and other services that come with growth. 
Recently, the state of Florida appropriated 
$12. 7 million for a highway interchange to serve 
EPCOT Center. but according to former Orange 
County Commissioner Paul Pickett, !hey didn't 
add one cent to improve local roads overburdened 
by Walt Disney World traffic." 
Pickett continued, "You don't make Cinderella 
do anything. Down here, you're talking about a 
deity." 
But, he says. he has cautioned company offi-
cials about building "so mqny hotels" and "trying 
to duplicate some of the things that are already 
here." 
In the Orlando business community, there is a 
healthy respect for Disney's Clout. Bob Snow, de-
veloper of the Church Street Station complex. sees 
Disney's Pleasure Island as strong competition 
because. he says. "they don't do things halfway 
over there." 
Pleasure Island, an entertainment complex set 
to open at the Disney Village in December, will 
feature restaurants. shops and six themed night-
clubs catering to various tastes and age groups. 
In addition to Pleasure Island, Disney plans to 
open a host of other new attractions within the 
next year. 
Typhoon Lagoon, opening next summer. will be 
a large-capacity water park combining the thrills 
of Wet NWild or Water Mania with Disney's intri-
cate attention to theme and detail. 
Further. this development will bolster Florida's 
emergence as a world-class center for motion 
picture production ... 
So what exactly does Disney and all of its 
influence mean to the University of Central Flor-
ida? 
To begin with, more than 2 percent of UCF's 
student body works at Walt Disney World, and 
nearly 5 percent holds some type of tourtsm-
related job. . 
Disney also consistently supports UCF and its 
athletic program through the widespread sale of 
discount football tickets to its employees. 
Recently, Disney's "Imagineers" utilized UCF•s 
Center for Laser Research facility in the. Research 
Park to develop the "LaserPhonic Fantasy" and 
"Illuminations" shows for EPCOT Center. 
Currently, UCF is working out the details of a 
The massive complex is exempt from most state 
• - or local government control because of a special 
act passed by the Florida Legislature in 1967 that 
helped create Walt Disney World. 
Wonders of Life, a new Future 
World pavilion. will explore the 
frontiers of medicine with Body 
Wars, a "flight simulator" trip 
through the human body, and 
Cranium Command, a humorous 
show on the brain. 
joint teaching and Internship 
program for majors in fihn and 
television in conjunction with 
the Disney-MGM Studios. 
If approved by the state Board 
of Regents. the planned program 
will offer a bachelor's degree in 
film and will give students valu-
able hands-on experience at 
Disney's state-of-the-art facility. 
1' 
t' 
• 
Historically, government officials have consid-
ered the coming of Disney and its continued ex-
pansion to be a great economic boon to the Sun-
shine State. 
However, explosive growth around the property 
has prompted some impatience with the status 
quo. and some area officials want to change or 
repeal the act to make Disney more responsive to 
local conditions. 
Orange County Commissioner Lou Treadway. 
an outspoken supporter of "making Disney pay its 
way," complains that the company has gone "far 
and beyond" the Legislature's intent, which he 
says was merely to smooth the way for a theme 
park. 
Jeny Chicone Jr., president of the Greater 
Orlando Chamber of Commerce agrees with that 
staatement to a certain extent. 
To handle the increased atten-
dance, D lsney is also expanding its 
hotel count. 
In addition to the new Grand 
Floridian, which opened in July, 
the coming year will see the open-
ing of the Caribbean Beach Resort, 
the Swan Resort. the Dolphin 
Hotel and Convention Center. 
But perhaps the most talked 
about new attraction is the Disney-MGM Studios 
which are being built at a cost of $400 million. 
It will be the third gated theme park on the 
property and will offer a studio tour as well as 
sound stages and backlot facilities for fihn and 
television productions. 
The first signs of the program 
are already visible with the pro-
duction of theSuperboy televi-
sion series at UCF. Eleven stu-
dents are currently working as 
interns with Disney on the pro-
gram, which will begin airing in 
October. 
For better or for worse, Disney 
is in Central Florida to stay. 
The face of the Orlando area has been changed 
forever, but in the words of Walter Elias Disney. 
"May we never lose sight of one thing - that this 
was all started by a mouse." 
Hours: Mo~day - Thursday: 9am- 9pm 
Friday: 9am- ?pm • Saturday: 10am- 2pm 
Accepting applications 
for Student-At-Large on 
Activity and Service Fee 
·Committee. 
MOVIE TICKETS 
• General Cinema 
Fashion Square 
Altamonte Mall 
Parkwood Plaza 
Seminole Plaza 
Colonial Promenade 
• United Artist 
Lake Howell 
Republic Square 
Florida Mall 
• UC-6 
Univ_ersity Shoppes 
• AMC Theatres 
Fashion Village 8 
Interstate 6 
® I;? ~ . . \ I ~ ~~tot(#~ 
c.w..a .... ,.,.., ..... 
, ... 
DISCOUNT TICKETS 
• Busch Gardens 
• Wet-N-Wild 
• Sea World 
• Magic Kingdom 
• EPCOT 
• Boardwalk & 
Baseball 
PLUS: 
• General Information 
• UCF Phone 
Directories 
• Film Processing 
Service 
• Ticket Masters 
• Lost & Found 
CLOSED DURING .ALL .BREAKS 
· For m_ore information call: 
275-20,60 
Services provided by Student Government 
To help prepare budget for 
submission to Senate. 
For more information 
please contact Student 
Government at 
275-2191 
Or come by. the St~dent 
Govern~ent ·Reception :. 
DeSk, .Ro~m 155. 
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BUFFET FROM PA.GE 2 
superficial females can iden-
tify with. 
The tone, which is not 
quite as raunchy as Buffet's 
old standard "Why Don't We 
Get Drunk," presents him as 
someone who is tired of 
"bimbo limbo" _and wants to 
meet an intelligent woman. 
This song is perhaps the 
most obvious example of a 
tone that cannot be de-
scribed as serious, but 
rather as more grown up. 
Ironically this comes from a ~------------------.:---'-----------"----------
man who sings that he is, 
"Growing older but not up." 
This reflective tone is also 
seen in "Prince of Tides." 
where Buffett criticizes the 
over-development of the 
Florida Keys, and "That's 
What Living is to Me," which 
praises leading an honest 
life. 
No Buffett album would be 
complete without a song 
such as "King of Somewhere 
Hot." a calypso-esque song 
complete with steel drums, 
which tells the tale of Buffett 
being surprised and over-
joyed at his popul~ty in 
Trinidad. 
The entire album is highly 
recommended for both its 
lyrical and melodic beauty. 
Hot Wateris also enjoyable 
because Buffet uses the liner 
notes to bring listeners into 
the creative process by tell-
ing where the inspiration for 
his songs came from. 
Ma 
DON'T PHONE HOME 
Fm ALOAN 
PHONE I~' 
Can 1st Nationwide Bank today about our 
fast and easy student loan. Once your completed 
application is received, we'll mail your check 
within 3 to 7 days~ 
Est turnaround, deferred interest, loan con· 
solidation and personalized service-we make the 
whole process simple. Because getting an educa-
tion is complicated enough. 
Wth some loans, you may be able to postpone 
accrued interest payments until after you leave 
school. And to make repayment easier, we 
also offer loan consolidation and a graduated 
payment plan. 
Phone 1st today. 
1-800-245-0111 
lST 
NATIONWIDE 
BANK 
A FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK 
We'll 'n'eat You Wilh Respect, Concern And Understanding. ButDon'l Worry, You'll Gel Used Th TL 
t 0 
e 
The Central Florida Future is currently accepting applications from students for 
the positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. 
Editor in Chief 
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and management ot the campus 
newspaper~ Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises a 
staff of student writers and editors. Oversees the paper's business manager and 
business department, and serves as a member of the Board of Publications. 
Business Manager 
Duties: Responsible for the management of the newspaper's business office. 
Appoints and supervises a staff of student advertising representatives, and serves 
as a member of the university's Board of Publications. 
For more info~ call 275-2865 and talk to Dave Schlenker or Leslie.Jorgensen. 
Deadline for applications is noon September 23. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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CHINESE 'RESTAURANT 
The best authentic Chinese 
Restaurant on the east side of town! 
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!! 
featuring: 
Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & Hunan 
11&11111~ 
MEAL PLAN NOW AVAILABLE 
Private Parties to Accomodate 35 
reservations suggested 
281-1864 
11786 East Colonial Drive 
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl 
M-F: 11:00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M. 
f 
N 
HWV. 60 
• 
;:= UCF 
D 
t 
< 
• 
SERVING LUNCH AND DINNER 
10145 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817 
(Corner of Dean Rd. + University) 
679-5800 
-- 25¢ BEERS EVERYDAY 5 - 7 
MONDAY 
COMEDY NIGHT• 50¢ DRAFTS ALL NIGHT 
TUESDAY 
TUESDAY NIGHT• ALL YOU CAN DRINK 
$5.00 
WEDNESDAY 
LADIES NIGHT• FREE CHAMPAGNE• 8-12 
THURSDAY 
$1.50 IMPORTS 
LIVE MUSIC THURS-SAT 
• Sept. 15, 16 & 17 
ROCK SUPERBOWL 
3 Bands to benefit the UCF Surf Club 
• Sept. 15 
JAG TURKEY 
• Sept. 16 
DAVE SWITZER & THE SHADES OF 
GRAY . 
· • Sept. 17 · 
LOCAL ART, HEART ATTACK DINER & 
BLIND DATE 
r:----------;-w 
:Cl)7GIS(ifj: 
ts2.ool 
I I 
: PITCHER : 
I (LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER) I 
I expires 9-29-88 I L----------.J. 
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Stude~t fees · aren't funny 
by Andy Campanaro 
There's this woman who 
works at the University · 
Bookstore. Well, that's 
wrong. She is paid by that 
company but actually plays 
there. Here's what she did to 
me: 
"I'd like to validate my ID 
card," says your correspon-
dent. 
She opens her computer 
printout and says, "You 
know there's a $5 fee for vali-
dation now." 
"No, I didn't know," I re-
spond, my heart sinking as I 
feel an unconquerable surge 
of adrenalin preparing me for 
a bitching session. "They rob 
me for health fees and ath-
letic fees and I've never seen 
the inside of the health cen-
ter and don't know what the 
football team's name is, and 
I'm sick of paying fees, fees, 
fees for activities and things 
that I've never used and 
never will use." (All this time 
I'm taking out my money.) 
°"Tilere is no fee," she says, 
still deadpan. "I was joking ... 
Right. She hasn't moved a 
muscle nor cracked a line on 
her face. This woman I am 
very familiar with. In high 
school, she was never a 
cheerleader, never led any 
activity and never held any 
class omce, yet she always 
had her pick of the boys and 
work because she has 
POWER the POWER to make 
you believe. The most dan-
gerous kind of person, really. 
I know nothing about her, 
but she surely is married to a 
~ man with the patience of St. 
Augustine and the fatalism 
of Woody Allen. April Fool's 
Day must be fun around the 
house. I can see it now ... 
Her husband comes home 
to a dinner of burned steak, 
honey-laced mustard greens 
and aged beets with Chinese 
mustard. At the table, she 
says: "One of your old flames 
came by today and poured 
SALE FROM PAGE 2 
nymity, people are more apt to 
buy them." 
Still, "condom vending ma-
chines are not the only an-
swer," said Betty Newcomb of 
the University of California at 
Irvine AIDS education 
committee. 
Some critics, in fact, say the 
condoms are not even a good 
answer. 
Last week, researchers at 
the University of Massachu-
setts Medical School in Worc-
ester expressed doubts con-
doms are failsafe protection, if 
only because they can become 
porous if exposed to heat or 
light. 
Still others worry the con-
dom vending machines eff ec- -
tively signal students that 
sexual promiscuity is permis-
sible or advisable in the dorms. 
· Conservative groups in par-
ticular argue colleges should 
be telling students monogamy 
her heart out to me. She says 
she's dreamed of you every . 
night since she and you 
broke up and she's deter-
mined to see you again be-
cause life ls meaningless for 
her without you." 
His face blanches, either 
from the Chinese mustard or 
his wife's discovery. "Wh-
wh-what's her name?" he 
stammers. 
His wife chews her per-
fectly broiled lamb chop. 
"Don't know what name you 
knew her by," she says, "but 
now she calls herself Vanna 
White... works on one of 
those 1V game shows." 
His heart's palpitating and 
he's off like a shot. After 
playing bulimia in the bidet, 
he hurries to the toolshed. 
removes the concrete block 
from in front of his secret 
hiding place, and takes out 
the cache of letters and well-
worn photos. While he'~ 
purusing them, looking for 
old flames' pictures, h1s wife 
has crept silently into the 
shed. "I'm joking, "she says, 
deadpan. "April Fool's. May 
I see those letters, please?" 
Those added-on athletic 
fees and health fees are no 
joke, Dr. Trevor Colboum. It 
is all well and good to charge 
them to full-tune students, 
but those who take but one, 
two or three credit hours a 
semester should either have 
at all. As the policy stands 
now, it is socialistic, which 
by definition means "unfair." 
Never one to ask that a 
support piling be taken out 
unless I have one to replace it 
with, may I suggest increas-
ing the per-hour tuition fees 
of part-time students and 
concomitantly eliminating 
the mandatory health and 
athletic fees. This spreads 
the educational support bur-
den equally while negating 
the reality of unfairness and 
the possibility of someone 
pushing a class action suit to 
effect the same conclusion. 
and sexual abstinence are the 
most effective ways to avoid 
AIDS. 
"We tell students absti-
nence is a choice, but not all 
college students will choose 
abstinence," Pneuman said. 
"We give them other options. 
Monogamy is another. We'd 
like to see condoms available 
any time, day or night, on 
campus to give students an-
other option." 
At Cal-Santa Barbara, 
where "the reaction so far has 
been very positive," Ro!:?~~ts 
reported "some critics say, by 
installing the machines, we're 
pr.omoting a. certain lifestyle. 
But we argue that the health 
implications are too great to 
ignore." 
"We've tried to do this with-
out moral judgment. Let's face 
it," he continued, "Sex goes on. 
To ignore it iS not dealing with 
reality. _ 
Is the option to let students 
die of AIDS? That doesn't cut it 
in my book." 
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Robotics Club designs may be on a Mars misSi~n 
by Paul Gilbert 
The UCF Robotics Club 
sold plants last year to raise 
money for its walking ma-
chine projects. 
This week, Martin Mari-
etta is negotiating with the 
three-year .old club to use 
part of its robot designs for 
land walkers on the first 
Mars landing mission. 
Talk-about getting a club 
off the ground. 
"We've all worked very 
hard to get recognized, .. sai~ 
Dave Reimel, president of 
UCF Robotics club. "Now 
people are beginning to see 
the strength of our work and 
our program ... 
It's been a meteoric climb 
for the -young club, but Re-
imel and the 40 or more 
members have had to win 
over the university admini-
stration and the public to 
ensure their club's success. 
Of course. they had a little 
help from their robotic fam-
ily: Bosworth, RALF and Sir 
Knight. 
Two years ago, the club 
·built its first robot on a shoe-
strtng budget in a student's 
garage. 
Rather than give it a trite 
name such as R2D2, C3PO or 
No. 5. the club opted to give it 
a name synonymous with its 
innovative style. 
Bosworth, strutted through 
various walking exercises to 
tackle the first annual Walk-
ing Machine Decathlon over 
entries from schools such as 
Colorado State University 
and the University of Mary-
land. 
"We beat schools that had 
robotic programs with 
$5,000 budgets," said Re-
imel. "Just think of what we 
could have made with 
$5,000." 
So, the university ac-
cepted Reimel's challenge; 
SG and the engineering de-
partment both contributed 
to the club in 1987 in what 
Reimel called, "a rebuilding 
year." 
With the university sup-
port, the members rebuilt 
the club into likeness of an 
actual engineering firm with 
two full-time faculty advis-
ers, a lab, a computer sys-
tem, a monthly newsletter 
and more tools and supplies. 
Last year, the club created 
Robotic Automated Life Form 
(RALF) as the son of 
Bosworth, and still spent 
Phoio courluy of UCF Robo11ca Club 
less than $2,000 on con-
struction. · 
RALF combined 
Bosworth's looks with a 
sophisticated vision system. 
RALF records an image of 
the walking environment, 
translates the image into 
digitized form, -then com-
mands the walking unit to 
carry out the exercise auto-
matically. 
Tentatively labeled Super 
Intelligent Robot Knight (SIR 
Knight), the newest droid 
was donated by Dr. Richard 
G.Denning, chairman, and 
Dr. Harold L. Griffith, an 
associated professor, both 
in the Engineering Technol-
ogy Department. -
SIR Knight moves on 
three wheels and will cos-
metically resemble a medie-
val knight while still main-
taining the look of a robot. 
.. It won't look like the [life-
likel robots at Disney," said 
Reimel. 
The new droid does not 
include the sophisticated 
and cumbersome walking 
hardware. Instead, SIR 
Knight makes use of other 
technology inc1Jld1ng a voice 
simulator and arm move-
ment. 
The robot family debuted 
JastJuly at Spaceweek 1988 
in the Merritt Island Square 
Mall and at the Florida Engi-
neering Conference at Lake Bosworth, named after 
flamboyant Oklahoma 
Sooner linebacker Brian SWAMIRALF is the newest walking robot designed by the UCF Robotics Club. SEE ROBOT PAGE 7 
PRESENTS: ~~9 
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SEXVAL AGGRESSION 
AND DATING: 
Dealing With. the 1:;;. 
Silent Struggle r,J,/ pM'f AfisS /~, 
With 
BOB HALL 
• • 
· MEUS WEDNESDAY 
AT 5 P.M. 
WhatYOu 
Can Do 
to Stop 
Drunk 
Drivers 
IN HEALTH 
RESOURCE CENTER 
CALL 
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Film is long-time temptq.tion of ·Scorsese 
by A. Richard Langley · · ., ·. The aspect of religion has haunted Scersese 
. · . ·.: ... , . · . throughout his life and films. 
In 1976, film director Martin Scorsese crafted a 
most controversial film in Taxi Driver. 
A character study of a lonely, psychotic New 
York City cabbie, it stirred attention with Jodie 
Foster's performance as a 12-year old hooker. 
His The Last Temptation of Christ. released ip. 
select cities in mid-August, is another controver-
sial work. . 
On a national level during the past few months, 
various reli!;ious groups have voiced their concern 
about the film presenting Jes us as a sexual being 
with human desires and faults. 
Local religious groups picketed Universal Stu-
dios in Orlando, and for the time being, success-
fully prevented The Last Temptation from playing 
in Central Florida . 
While religious groups protest. the film has 
garnered generally favorable. reviews. 
Critic Gene Siske! of the Chicago Tribune said, 
"All of the un-informed protest will only setve to 
fuel attendance for what turns out to be a very fine, 
thoughtful and beautifully performed rumination 
on Jesus and the diliiculty of living according to 
his principles." 
Shot in Morocco on a budget of approximately 
$7 million, The Last Temptation runs nearly three 
hours. 
The cast, which worked for the minimum union 
scale, includes Willem Dafo~ (Platoon) as Jesus, 
Barbara Hershey (Hoosiers) as Mary Magdalene 
and David Bowie as Pontius Pilate. 
• -:.. • - .... .JI 
Born a Roman Catholic 45 years ago in New 
York's Litt~e Italy section, Scorsese was a sickly 
youth who once considered becoming a priest, but 
ultimately turned to his first love, movies, and 
atte:r;ided New York U~versity. iilllllllii•"-1 The People profile also mentioned how Scorsese 
became alienated from the church in the early '70s 
after hearing a priest defend the Vietnam War as 
a holy cause . 
......... , In his niore recognized films like Taxi Driver and 
• Raging Bull,· religious references seep in by depict-
ing individuals who obtain redemption by over-
coming their own weaknesses and by eliminating 
elements (human and environmental) which dis-
turb them. 
Although a critically admired director through-
out his career, the industry doesn't consider 
Scorsese a particuarly "bankable" director be-
cause of the personal emotion he invests into·each 
of his films which are normally small-scale char-
acter studies. · 
After the critical and financial success of Raging 
BuU in 1980, which won Robert DeNiro the Oscar 
for Best Actor, Scorsese had DeNiro set to play 
Jesus in a Paramount production of The Last 
Temp ta.ton. 
It was natural since Scorsese and DeN:i.ro has 
worked so well together in Mean Streets ( 1973) and 
Taxi Driver. 
Their next project together, The King of Comedy, 
became a critical hit, but a financial flop and the 
duo decided to break off. As a result, The Last 
Temptation was stalled again. 
So Adian Quinn (Desperately Seeking Susan) 
was cast as Jesus with Sting playing Pontius 
Pilate. 
Six years in the making, the script by Paul 
Schrader (Taxi Driver) is based on Nikos 
Kazantzakis' equally controversial 1950s novel on 
the life of a Jesus who is hesitant to accept his role 
as the Messiah. 
Likewise, for nearly 16 years, studios and pro-
ducers were wary of backing Scorsese's desireclb 
film the story. 
1972, while directing Hershey in Boxcar Bertha. 
she had urged him to read Kazantzakis' novel. 
Then once again. due to limited commercial 
potential and religious opposition, Paramount 
halted production on the film. 
In a recent issue of People, he noted that in 
"I was attracted to it as a psychological portrait 
of Jesus as a man who has to learn to accept that 
he is also God." Scorsese said. 
MISTER B's 
Serving Students for 
over 7 years 
Biia!i~EH~~] 
277-0815 
Alafaya & 50 
(Next to Piggly Wiggly) 
All Hairstylists have 
over 10 years 
experience! 
Get help with 
Getting Ready for the CLAST 
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics 
This concise text Includes Instruction and sample tests created 
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where 
you need help and you'll get the help you need. 
~ Ask for It at your bookstore. 
L H&H Publishing Company, Inc. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--+~~~-'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---, 
8-8-Q 
Hrs. 6 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sun. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
EAT IN or TAKE OUT 
BREAKFAST 
BUFFET 
$3.95 
All-You-Can-Eat 
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS Sat. & Sunday Morning 
HELP WANTED• 365-4494 
LIVE BAND ON SATURDAY NIGHT 
LIVE JAM SES$10N EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT 
In Tne Alafaya· Square Stibpping Center 
WE CATER FOR ALL OCCASIONS NO PARTY TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL 
ST. JOSEPH'S . 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Saturday Vigil Mass 
6:00 P.M. 
Sunday Masses 
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon 
Scripture Study 
Wednesday, 7 :30 P.M. 
1501 A-afaya Trail 
275-0841 
~~~WELCOME~~~ 
' . 
SEE MOVIE PAGE 8 
ROBOT FROM PAGE 6 
Buena Vista Palace in Disney 
World. SlRKnight shared the 
spotlight with astronaut and 
keynote speaker John 
Young. 
"This year promotion is a 
big concern," said Reimel. 
"The two other robots are 
highly intep.igent but a little 
intimidating. This one !Sir 
Knightl is more people 
friendly." 
Reimel wants to deploy Sir 
Knight as the Robotics Club 
pointman by putting it on 
display in shopping malls, 
exhibitions and possibly at 
Orlando Stadium as the foot-
ball mascot later in the sea-
son .. 
The Robotics Club encour-
ages all students whether in 
technical or non-technical dis-
ciplines to join. Meetings are 
on Fridays at noon in CEBA 
188. For more information, 
call Dr. Harley Myler at (407) 
281-5098. 
c·~~<...,·- t ;~' • ... :- f -.J ~·,., .... , 
8, Confetti, September 15. 1988 
Xavier 
This ts a disclaimer: The 
Central Florida Future, espe-
cially the Confetti section. 
does not cl.aim any responsi-
bilityfor the opinions of any of 
its writers. Inf act we have no 
opinions at all. so if you really 
want to know anything , 
please don't ask. 
I don't know when you will · 
read this, but I do know it will 
be after Tuesday, Sept. 13. 
For those of you who don't 
know. Tuesday is the last 
day of the three designated 
days in which Christ will 
supposedly return to Earth. 
88 Reasons Why The Rap-
ture Is In '88, by Edgar Whis-
nant. seems to have gotten 
many people in quite a tiff. 
Many believe it is just a load 
Who are we to predict the 
Second Coming? What is the 
purpose? 
Those who are ready, will 
be saved. But those who 
aren't, know that it might 
occur within the next couple 
of days so they will pretend to 
be saved. That won't 
help them a bit, however, 
because God knows who is 
ready and that's all there is to 
it .. 
IN A CLASS BY ITSELF 
I . 
CROSSINGS 
273-6355 
Minutes l'rom campus! 
Chickasaw Crossings is a 
community that deserves 
high marks for style and 
features. Choose from 1 and 
2 bedroom apartments off er-
ing tennis, raquetball courts, 
spa, and fitness center. 
TrJmrnell Crow~~h'~ 
In other words, the point 
here isn't to make you believe 
that Jesus is returning in the 
three days allotted. This is an 
example of one man trying to 
impose his beliefs on others. '---------------------------------
Those who Wish to believe 
him will, and those who don't 
will continue to live their 
lives. As for the Second 
Coming, who is to say when it 
will happen (if it hasn't al-
11776 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL ·32a17 
Alafaya Village Shopping Center 
{Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.) 
-Something UCF TEAM DENTIST 
Welcoming you back with 
282-2101 
SERVICES INCLUDE: 
• COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
Different Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $:?5 Check-up Includes: 
• lnttial Exam • 2 Bitewlng X-Rays • Cleaning & Polishing 
Offer good wnh Valid UCF l.D. Only • Expires 12/31/88 
• BLEACHING TO WHITEN 
DISCOLORED TEETH 
of bull, while others are pre-
paring for the fateful day. 
The book claims that 
Christ will return and will 
judge those worthy of going 
to Heaven between sunset 
Sunday and sunset Tuesday. 
I am not sure if this will 
happen or not, but here is a 
fact that you may want to 
know. 
First of all, I would like to 
emphasize that the Bible 
does state that no one will 
know the hour of Christ's 
return. 
Th us, it is quite possible 
for Christ to come within the 
next three days. 
Whisnant, bases his pre-
diction on clues that the 
Bible itself revealed. Obvi-
ously, the Bible was written 
by man. Plain and simple. 
Of course, man was in-
spired by God, and God 
through man wrote the Bible, 
but it was written by man 
and man is not always reli-
able. 
The point I am laboring to 
make is that it is possible for 
Christ to return i1\ the next 
three days, but it isn't likely. 
MOVIE FROM PAGE 7 
In 1986, Scorsese struck 
gold with The Color of 
Money,. which netted Paul 
Newman his first Oscar for 
Best Actor. 
After that. the director had 
a power base from which to 
launch his film. 
When Paramount backed 
out, Universal acquired the 
property, and to divert con-
troversy, decided to can it 
The Passion.. 
Which brings up the ques-
tion of why, besides being a 
fictionalized account of J e-
s us' life, has The Last Temp-
tation provoked such out-
rage? 
Along with blood and vio-
lence, the film as previously 
noted. presents Jesus as a 
sexual being. 
In his review, Jay Boyar, 
the movie critic of The 
Orlando Sentinel , indicated 
that during the film's last 
half-hour, Jesus has dreams 
WISDOM TEETH EXTRACTIONS 
ready.) 
Whisnant believes that 
• ROOT CANAL TREATMENT 
• CROWNS + BRIDGES good on initial visn only 
Christ will come when he '----------- ----------------------
says. I can't tell him that he 
is wrong because I don't have 
that right. Apparently, 
the book was extremely con-
vincing. To that I say this: 
The Holy Bible warns off alse 
prophets. 
They might want you to 
believe something that is 
false. This could all have 
been a ploy to sell books. If· 
that is the ease, then this guy 
is going to make some 
money. 
Greed can make people do 
some really strange things 
that can't be explained ra-
tionally. 
.-------------~-----------------, 
- Ki~pl!)! '~ 
r$2001fiffin W . D I" ''Wlftffl!I' 
12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.) 
This interesting situation 
couldbeoneofthosethings :~------------------------------~ 
:!~:a:~~~p~1~~~~1 .-B--l-~i-H--A--L--0--N---S--P--E--C--l-A--L-l ~-- ---------
In closing, I would just like 
to say that if the Second 
Comlng of Christ has already $ 5 0 0 ff taken place. this commen- • Q , Shorts tary can be thrown in the 
trash. 
Who am I to have you read 
something that makes no 
sense? 
about leading life as a normal 
man, including marriage to 
Mary Magdalene, sex and 
fatherhood. 
It is this sequence which 
all helmets 
with this coupon 
Expires 9-25-88 
Open7 Days 
• Gloves 
• Scott Bars 
has sparked the controversy ~------------------------------­
surrounding the film. 
The point is that whether 
or not Jes us really did have 
doubts about his sexuality 
and ability to lead, The Last 
Temptation of Christ, should 
be taken as fiction or another 
perspective on a known situ-
ation, a '\vhat if' proposition, 
and restraints shouldn't be 
placed on expressing that 
point of view. -
Scorsese already an-
swered challengers of The 
Last Temptation. when he 
said in the January 1987 is-
sue of Interview : 
.. You can be a born- again 
Christian and believe in J e-
s us, believe in Jesus' ideas 
and try to live them out, with-
out becoming totaly intoler-
ant of other people. That's 
what this country has got to 
understand." 
0 t ·~ 
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